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PART I 
THE PROBLID-1 
One of the favorite subjects of the social sciences, 
especially in sections of the country where local pride is 
strong, has long been the history of the local community.l/ 1 
Undoubtedly such a topic has value. A study of the 
local community can be given concreteness and reality be-
cause it deals with localities and names which the children 
already know. Through it they can be brought to realize 
that history deals with actual occurrences. As such,local 
history serves as an excellent introduction to the larger 
story of the nation or the world.~ 
The teaching of local history is specifically desig-
nated in the fourth grade curriculum for the To\'m of r.'Iilton 
in Massachusetts. Ho\'rever, less seems to be knmm about 
this history than one would expect. Some pupils do not 
knm'l the historical significance of local landmarks, objects 
within the scope of their vision, but meaningless to them. 
The use of local history as a means of naking the 
study of the various phases of American history more mean-
ingful has been too little exercised by the teachers of 
1/ Mary G. Kelty, Learning and Teaching History in the 
Middle Grades, Boston: Ginn-aEd Company, 1936, p:I~ 
2/ Loc. ill• 
-1-
history throughout the country. Massachusetts with a 
wealth of historical background material was, in 1929, one 
of nineteen states in the United States where the study of 
state and local history was neither required by law nor 
generally taught.1f 
The teaching of local history is no longer reserved 
for one grade level, or for one selected teacher. It is 
true that "good local history is one of the most effective 
contributions that can be made to social sciences",M but 
the heritage of our community should not be isolated by any 
artificial or arbitrary lines. Teachers should guide the 
pupils to see that the saga of Milton is really the history 
of Jvlassachusetts; that the story of Milton is actually a 
source of the nation's episodes. Likewise world history 
can stem from the roots of their O\m community. ·;orld Tar 
II emphasized the need for a broader type of citizen-- one 
who has a working knowledge of local, national, and world 
affairs. This need must be met by all teachers, regard-
less of their chosen field, or the grade level they teach. 
Tryon states five outstanding recognized reasons for 
teaching local history. They may be stated as follOi"l's:-
3/ R. M. Tryon, "The Teaching of Local and State History", 
Elements of the Social Studies Pro!ram, Sixth Year Book of 
the National Council for the Socia Studies, Philadelphia: 
McKinley Publishing Company, 1936, Chapter X, p.l34-135. 
4/ Donald Dean Parker, Local Historz, How !£.Gather It, 
Write It, and Publish !!, New York: Social Sc~ence Research 
Councii; 1944, p. VII. 
2 
,, 
II 
1. Local history serves as a basis for the development 
of an intelligent and elevating local pride. 
2. Local history puts the pupil in touch with local, 
political, social, and industrial developxm nt, and 
furnishes him with the background know·ledge so 
necessary to interpret them. 
3. Local history furnishes the pupil with illustrative 
material and aids him in securing an adequate un-
derstanding of national history. 
4. Local history supplies the opportunity for the 
pupil to come face to face with historical mater-
ials, thus creating in him a feeling of historical 
reality and giving him training in handling histor-
ical sources. 
5. Local history supplies the teacher with many oppor-
tunities to make his teaching conform to the modern 
educational principles of proceeding from the con-
crete to the abstract and from the knm~ to the un-
known • .2/ 
It is the opinion of the writer that local history 
can be so presented and taught as to accomplish these worth-
while aims. 
Lest the value of using local resources be lost by 
failing to give pupils a proper concept of the relationship 
between local, state, and national history, definite cri-
27 Tryon, £E• cit. p. 139. 
3 
teria in integrating it with national history may be in or-
der at this point. The following criteria for selection 
may serve to lead the way to successful integration:-
1. Individuals and places which played a part in local 
history. 
2. Individuals who played a part in the nation's his-
tory and may be claimed by the state or local com-
munity. 
3. Individuals who played parts, though unequal ones, 
in state and national history. 
4. Events which are a part of local history. 
5. Events which are a part of both local and national 
history. 
6. Points of similarity and points of difference be-
tween conditions in the local area and the rest of 
the nation.Y 
It has been demonstrated in a number of significant 
experiments in integration that the study of local history 
in a community can provide teachers of history with a rich 
opportunity to vitalize their courses. These have been 
tried and reported on, showing the methods used, materials 
available, and means by which teachers can make their cour-
11 
I' ses more effective and interesting by making the necessary 
6/ Caroline E.E. Hartwig, nuse of Local, State and Regional 
'Iiesourcesn, The Studa and Teaching of American History, 
Richard E. Thursfiel , ed. Seventeenth Yearbook of the Nat-
ional Council for the Social Studies, Philadelphia:McKinley 
Publishing Company, 1946, pp. 346-347. 
4 
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adjustments.1/ 
¥mry Sheldon Barnes, more than fifty years ago, wrote 
the follo ·ring basic values of the study of local history for 
secondary school students. 
sideration at this time. 
They are v'lorthy of serious con 
rrin local history alone can the teacher most nearly 
bring his pupils face to face with all the sources, 
and give him the best training that history has for 
him in accuracy, the nice weighing of evidence, the 
sympathetic interpretation of the past. In the sec-
ond place, through local history the citizen finds a 
close and intimate connection with the great whole 
(of his history).~ . 
As the title of this paper connotes, the writer ~nll \ 
attempt to provide Milton teachers with accurate and mean-
ingful material for teaching the history of Milton. 
1fuile pursuing and achieving the true purposes and 
aims of true democracy, we hope to imbue the citizen-to-be 
with a genuine pride and admiration for his home town. 
Through a sincere and active interest in his own town these 
objectives may be accomplished. 
By studying the story of Milton, pupils can realize 
the large part our local background and early settlers 
played in our country's progress. This progress serves as 
7/ William Peterson, "The Use of Local History in Studying 
American History", in Ruth \vest, ed., U~ilization of Commu-
nity Resources in the Social Studies,Ninth Year BoOIC of the 
National Councir-for the Social Studies, Philadelphia: 
:McKinley Publishing Company, 1946, p. 332. 
8/ Eleanor I. Schapiro, "Publishing a Local History", Social 
Education, 1:25-29, January, 1939. 
an example of the r.tay in r.1hich all national development 
rests upon local foundation. 
"The community is an epitome of the world. It pro-
vides instances of every fundamental process, past 
and present. The local church is the sunmation of 
man's effort to meet spiritual needs; the grocery 
store is the crossroads of the world's economic 
high\'tays; the village council is wrestling with many 
of the problems that have vexed rulers of all the 
ages; the local doctor shares all knowledge concern-
ing sickness and health; the local citizens are the 
heirs of all the ages. The local community has 
continuity with the past and connections with all 
the world, and includes all the hopes which inspire 
men everyr.mere. It has dignity and meaning. The 
teacher ~tho cannot appreciate the community in which 
her school is located is overlooking a source of 
living pmier." 2} 
Method of Procedure 
In carrying out this study it was first necessary to 
make a survey of the available literature pertinent to the 
subject. This involved the preparation of a bibliography 
and the reading and evaluation of the literature having any 
important bearing on the topic for teachers and children in 
the elementary school. 
Interviews irlth local historians and members of the 
Milton Historical Society, and numerous visits to historical 
places in :Milton as ~rell as the Milton Public Library, the 
Boston Athenaeum, the Massachusetts Historical Society, and 
the New England Genealogical Society made available the 
9/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, and Mary B. Adams, Teachin~ the 
Social Studies in the Elementary School, Boston:.~eath 
and Company, 1947, p. 192. 
6 
material which may be utilized in developing concepts of the 
incidents in the history of Milton. 
An investigation of available books, films, and other 
materials that may be used as preparatory and terminating 
activities was also made. 
7 
PART II 
HISTORY OF MILTON 
- r -
OUR TOWN 
by Marjorie Smith Jackson 
Listen my children and you shall hear 
A s~ory told of Milton dear, 
And just in case you should not knm'l 
This land, three hundred years ago, 
Did not belong to you or me, 
For here the Red Men roamed so free. 
ve'll tell of Indians brave and bold, 
And how to us this land they sold, 
Kitchamakin, Chief of Tribe, 
With strips of ~mmpum we did bribe, 
Then early settlers with families dear, 
Built their homes and settled here. 
Their cattle in the fields did roam, 
Soon life in Milton seemed like home. 
Our early industries began 
there our Neponset River ran; 
A grist mill where our corn was ground, 
A saw mill with its buzzing sound. 
A chocolate and a cracker mill 
\"lhich since that time have not been still 
A paper mill was started too 
And tanneries with skins and glue. 
Through the years our to~m has grown 
We're proud to claim it as our own. 
Alternate last lines for 
use in dramatics 
Nm-; ·watch, good people, and you shall see 
How modern Milton came to be. 
9 
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I 
EARLY SETTLEMENT OF MILTON 
Less than a year after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth 
they decided upon a visit to the "Massachusettsn, as the 
knotm region around Plymouth was then called. Governor 
~ inthrop chose ten strong and sturdy men to make the jour-
ney. 1/ Tisquantum and two other Indians were selected to 
go along as interpreters. 
Captain Miles Standish was in command of the group 
which left Plymouth by boat at midnight, September 18, 1621. 
Standish expected to r each Boston the next morning, but it 
proved to be more than twenty miles from Ne't"' Plymouth, and 
the Pilgrims spent all the next day on board ship. 
Standish sighted Point Alderton the morning of Septem-
ber 20, 1621. ~/ Leading his party ashore he found lob-
sters and shell-fish which had been gathered by friendly 
Indians. From this point they put off some time in the 
afternoon of the 20th and that evening arrived at Squantum, 
probably so called from Tisquantum, their guide. 
On the morning of September 21st, 1621, the party went 
ashore, leqving two of their number to guard the boat. The 
probable direction of their march would seem to be over the 
1/----- History of Dorchester, Boston: Ebenezer Clapp, Jr., 
I859, p.5. 
2/ Albert Langtry, Metropolitan Boston, New· York: Lewis 
Ristorical Publishing Company, 1929, p. 4. 
11 
-rocky surface of Squantum, and up through the open country 
tO\'Iards the Falls on the Neponset River, as they were in 
search of the people and the Indian trails would naturally 
lead in that direction. After they had marched three mile s 
they came to a place where corn had been newly gathered, a 
house pulled down, and the people gone. This level section 
of country south of the Neponset '~s an open plain, fit for 
farming. A mile from there lived Nanepashemet, chief of 
the tribe. His house was not like others, but was a scaf-
fold largely built with poles and planks, some six feet from 
the ground, and was situated on the top of a hill. l/ 
The distance of the march thus far \iJ'ould have brought 
Standish and his party well within the limits of ~tilton, and 
if they hit upon the line of their route the head-waters of 
the Neponset '\-Tell may be supposed to be the place they 
reached, and our present Milton Hill may be considered as the 
hill '\-vhere Nanepashemet' s house stood. 
Not far from Nanepashemet's house the exploring party 
came upon an empty fort. Two guides were sent out to look 
for the inhabitants to inform them that the visitors were 
friendly. Uithin a mile of the fort the guides found a 
group of trembling, timid women. When the "mmen realized 
that the white men came as friends they sent for their men 
folk. Standish spoke kindly to the Indians and they prom-
lf Albert Bushnell Hart, Commonwealth History of ~~ssachu­
setts Bay, New York: States History Company, 1927, p.l5. 
12 
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ised him valuable skins as evidence of their friendship. 
The party returned to Plymouth the next day with glowing ac-
counts of the friendly red men and the field of vital corn. 
During the next eleven years, many members of the Ply-
mouth Colony migrated to the land around the Neponset. The 
glory of the Massachusetts tribe of Indians was slowly fad-
ing. In 1663 the pm'lerful chief Chickataubut died of the 
dreaded disease, small-pox, which was sweeping through his 
tribe. W His brother, Kitchamakin, was made chief of the 
tribe. Kitchamakin failed to inspire his people with hope 
and courage. He seemed to have gathered the scattered re-
mains of the Indian nation near the head of tide-waters on 
the Neponset, and to have settled down to wait quietly and 
peacefully for the incoming white people. In 1636 Kitch-
amakin deeded the whole territory of Unquity, as Milton and 
Dorchester were then called, to Richard Collicot, the first 
permanent settler, for twenty-eight fathoms of wampum. 
Deed of Kitchamakin 
-
This Indenture made the eighth of October in the year 
1636 between Richard Collicot and Kitchamakin Sachem 
of Massachusetts witnesseth these presents. That I 
Kitchamakin doe covenant grant and sell unto Richard 
Collicot of Dorchester all that tract of land beyond 
the Jv1ill within the bounds of Dorchester, for them 
and their heirs forever; only reserving for my own 
use and for my men forty acres where I like best, and 
f±f Thomas Hutchinson, The Histor_y of the. Colonx .2f Massa-
chusetts Bay, Cambridge: Harvard univers~ty Press, 1936, 
p. 22. 
13 
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14 
in case, I and they leave it, the same alsoe to belong 
to Dorchester, giving some consideration for the 
paines bestowed upon it. Moreover forty acres I have 
given to Richard Collicot lying next to _his lott by 
the south side. And I the said Kitchamakin doe ac-
knm'lledge to have received the vall ow of twenty-eight 
fathoms of wampum, being the full payment of the fine; 
and I the said Kitchamakin doe acknO'VITledge myself 
satisfied. 
In witness whereof, to this present Indenture 
I have sott my hand the day and year above l'rritten. 
The mark of ~~~--/~.!~/--- Kitchamakin. 
S . d . f I ( -= 1gne 1n presence o 
me. The mark of ~· --S-~------Steven Hopping. 
18th (4) 1649. 21 s 
2..1 A. K. leele, History of lv'Iilton 1640-1887,Boston: 
Roclorell and Churchill, !887, p. 7. 
-
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LIST OF THE FIRST SETTLERS OF THE TmVN 
----- ----
The follo\1ing is an alphabetical list of all the 
Grantees of Dorchester lands, whose names appear in the 
Town Records previous to January, 1636, and comprises all 
the first settlers, excepting such as may have appeared on 
the missing pages (probably very few) and whose names were 
not repeated. 
John Allen Bigot Eggleston 
Thomas Andre\'lS Robert Eh'lell 
Jno. Benham Richard Fay 
John Bursley Thomas Ford 
Thomas Bascomb \~!alter Filer 
John Brancker Henry Feakes 
Roger Clap Joseph Flood 
Bernard Capen Stephen French 
John Capen Humphrey Gallop 
Joshua Carter 'lilliam Gaylord 
Bray Clarke Christopher Gibson 
Joseph Clarke Giles Gibbs 
Augustin Clement Ralph Glover 
Richard Collicot John Glover 
John Cogan Jonathan Gillet 
Aaron Cook John Gilbert 
Nicholas Denslowe John Goite, or Goyt 
Thomas Dewey John Grenoway 
15 
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16 
I 
Thomas Deeble Matthew Grant 
Robert Deeble Edmund Hart 
Thomas Dimocke John Hayden 
Nathaniel Duncan Thomas Hatch 
George Dyer \'lilliam Hathorne 
John Eeles Nathaniel Hall 
William Hannum Goodman Jno Pope 
John Hoskins Mr. Pincheon 
Simon Hoyt William Prest on 
William Hosford David Price 
Joseph Holley George Proctor 
Thomas Holcomb :'lidow Purchase 
John Holland Humphrey Pinney 
John Holman George Phelps 
Mr. Jno Hill Edward Raymond 
John Hull Philip Randall 
George Hull Thomas Ral'dins 
William Hulbert Thomas Richards 
Thomas Jeffrey William Rocbiell 
Thomas Jones Bray Rosseter 
Mr. Johnson Hugh Rosseter 
Richard Jones Richard Rocket 
John Knight Thomas Sandford 
Thomas Kinnersly, or Kimberly :r.'Ia tthew Sension 
Thomas Lambert John Smith 
i 
John Leavitt 
Capt. \'lilliam Lovell 
Roger Ludlo-vt 
John Maverick 
Capt. John Ma son 
Thomas Marshall 
John Miller 
Alexander Miller 
George • inot 
Thomas I• akepeace 
Thomas ~furshfield 
John Moore 
Edmund Munnings 
Mr. Nevrberry 
John Nei'Tton 
John Niles 
Elias Parkman 
James Parker 
\'lilliam Phelps 
John Phillips 
George Phillips 
Henry Smith 
Capt. Richard Southcote 
George Strange 
Th. or Ancient Stought on 
lf~. Israel Stoughton 
1villiam Sumner 
Thomas S'\'Tift 
Joshua Talbot 
Stephen Terry 
John Tilley 
Thomas Tileston 
Thomas Thornton 
Francis Tuthill 
Joshua Tuthill 
Nicholas Upsail 
John Warham 
Henry .ray 
Bray \'lilkins 
Roger 't'lilliams 
David \vilton 
Henry qolcott 
John Pierce Henry Nright 
Andrew Pitcher John Whitfield 
Eltweed Pomeroy John Woolridge 6/ 
6/ ----- History of Dorchester, pp. 3B-39. 
-- -
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FIRST LAND OWNERS 
From an ancient plan of Milton found in Dorchester in 
1838 we are able to obtain the follo~nng list of the first 
land mmers:-
Robert Badcock 
Nehemiah Bourne 
Richard Collicot 
:lilliam Daniels 
Nicholas Ellen 
John Glover 
John Holman 
1/ Teele,~·~., p. 12. 
\villiam Hutchinson 
Thomas Le1ds 
Anthony Ne\'lton 
Andrew Pitcher 
William Salsbury 
Israel Stoughton 
Bray vilkins 7 I 
18 
INDIAN LIFE 
The colonists began to take a deep interest and en-
thusiasm in the Indians. They were brought into daily 
contact with them as laborers on the farm, and as helpers in 
the family, and great efforts were made to teach them the 
arts of civilization and the truth of Christianity. Some 
of the people of Unquity then living on Iviilton Hill devoted 
much time, year after year, to teaching the Indians to read. 
Plans were started for their education by creating an Indian 
department in Harvard College, and erecting a building for 
this purpose. 
The first and most important man to help the Indians 
was Reverend John Eliot of Roxbury. He was familiar 1ri th 
their language, and began to preach to the Indians as early 
as 1646. He preached in Dorchester, Nonantum, Natick, Ply-
mouth, and wherever the tribes were scattered. Eliot 
translated the Bible into the Indian language; it was print-
ed at Cambridge in 1663, and a second edition in 1685. The 
following is the title page:-
"Mamusse ~vunneetupcenatam"t-re Up Biblum God. Naneeswe 
Nukkone Testament Kah \'lonk Wusku Testament." 8/ 
This was the fir~t Indian Bible ever printed in this 
country, and it is believed that there '\'l3.S only one man who 
could read it. Eliot labored often "'rith the lf.ta.ssachusetts 
!J -----Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Educa-
tion, Bulletin No.I, Boston: Commonwealth of l\fassachusetts, 
1930, p. 175. 
19 
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and Neponset Indians. In fact he often used the wi~1am of 
Kitchamakin for his meetings with the Indians. Kitchamakin 
himself became a good Christian. King Philip treated 
Eliot with scorn, but dared not injure him. He took hold 
of his button, saying he cared no more for the Gospel than 
for that button. 9/ 
As the number of inhabitants began to increase, and 
the outlands of Dorchester were needed for the colonists, at 
the request of Eliot in 1657, the town granted a tract of 
land of six thousand acres, for the use of the Indians, at 
and about Ponkapoag Pond, now mostly in .Canton, but then in 
Dorchester. From then on the tribe became known as the 
Ponkapoag Indians. They continued in quiet possession of 
the schools and religious privileges supplied them until the 
general uprising of the Indians in 1675 when the various 
tribes combined against the English. Then for their own 
safety, in the fall of 1675, they were removed temporarily 
to Long Island in Boston Harbor. In the following spring 
they "t-rere returned to their planting grounds. 
"Ordered that the Indians be immediately removed to 
convenient places for their planting, i.e. Ponkapoag 
Indians at Brush Hill, or as rear as they may \'rith 
safety to their own planting fields, and that they 
place their wigwams in or near some English garrison 
there.n 10/ 
2/ Hart, Commonwealth History of Massachusetts Bay, p. 543. 
10/ Y~ssachusetts General Court Records, 5:85-86, ~~y, 1676. 
20 
These Indians remained loyal to the English and fought 
with them against their own race in King Philip's War. In 
this '~r nine-tenths of the unfriendly Indians were de-
stroyed, and about one-eleventh of the able-bodied men of 
the colonies were killed or lost. 
It is said that as long as the pure-blooded Indians 
remained at Ponkapoag they made a yearly visit to Unquity 
to the home of their fathers and the graves of their ances-
tors. Gradually the territory ceded to the Indians passed 
into other hands. The last land belonging to . the Ponka-
poags was sold in 1827. The passing of three centuries 
has erased the claim of the Red Man from the record books. 
They and their homes have disappeared from among us. 
21 
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HO\'v MILTON GOT ITS NAME 
--
There are no data from which can be ascertained with 
entire certainty the origin of the name of this town. 
Up to the time of incorporation it was embraced within 
the limits of Dorchester, and was known by the old Indian 
name of Unquity-quisset, or by contraction, Unquity. 
In the Colony Records, CXII, 141, appears the follow-
ing order:-
"There having been granted to the inhabitants of 
Unketyquisset within the township of Dorchester 
to become a township of themselves, upon the motion 
of your inhabitants it is ordered that the said To~m 
shall be called Milton. 
Passed by the deputies with consent of ye honorable 
Magistrates present. 
W'illiam Torrey, Cleric 
Consented to by the ~~gistrates present. ll/ 
Ed Rawson, Secy." --
There are several plausible theories, on either of 
'\'-l'hich we may suppose the inhabitants may have been led to 
fix upon Milton as the name of the ne'\'-1' town. 
One theory is that it was named in honor of John 
Milton, the immortal poet, who was born December 9, 1608, 
and died November 8, 1675. 12/ 
In 1662 Milton was at the height of his glory. His 
fame arose not merely from his numerous and wonderful 
writings, but largely from his civil and political position. 
11/ Teele, History of Milton 1640-1887, p. 35. 
12/ Loc. cit. 
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He had espoused the cause of Cromwell, and had become Latin 
Secretary to the Protector. 
Colonel Israel Stoughton, a man of great influence in 
the Colony, who mmed a large plantation on Milton Hill, 
joined Cromwell's army, and became a colonel in General 
Rainsboro's brigade. Nehemiah Bourne, who owned land on 
Milton Hill, adjoining Colonel Stoughton's, accompanied him 
as Major; and others from this vicinity went with him to 
Cromwell's army. 
In those exciting times our fathers may have taken 
the name of one of the leading characters then high in pop-
ular favor as the name of the town to be incorporated. 
Another theory is that Milton took its name from the 
old mill on the Neponset.ll/ 
In 1632-33 Israel Stoughton, finding a water-fall on 
the !Jeponset River, petitioned the town of Dorchester for 
the right to erect a mill. The town granted it, with the 
privilege of cutting timber on the plantation for building 
the mill, on condition that he should construct a bridge 
over the river. In 1634 the General Court confirmed the 
grant. The mill was erected in 1633, on the north side of 
the river, a little west of ~iilton Bridge, nearly on the 
site now occupied by the Stone Chocolate Mill of Walter 
Baker; but, though standing in Dorchester, it has al,.;ays 
ll/ Ibid. p.36. 
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been taxed i n Milton, as belonging to this tO'\m. 
This is believed to have been the first water-power 
mill erected on this continent. It was, consequently, a 
point known throughout the colony as a centre of public 
resort. Many suppose the town was named Milton from this 
old mill. 
A third theory, and by far the most probable, is that 
the town took its name from Milton in the old country . ~/ 
Such was the custom of the times. Plymouth, \'leymouth, Dor-
chester, and other towns of Old England had already affixed 
their names to new towns here. 
In England and :/ales there are twenty tmms and par-
ishes named l-1ilton; and fourteen more of which Milt on forms 
part of t he name, as Nilton-West, and Milton-Abbas. 
There are two Miltons in Kent County, one situated on 
t he Channel between the Isle of Sheppey and the Coast of 
Kent, a place of great antiquity, and a famous seaport. The 
other, Milton-next-Gravesend, situated farther up the river. 
Milton-Abbas, of Dorsetshire, is situated ten miles 
north-east of Dorchester. Its first name was Middletown, 
from the fact of its location in the centre of the county. 
In process of time the name was contracted to Milton, which 
name it bore for centuries. Here in A.D. 938, King Athel-
stan founded the famous Milton-Abbas. Immediately there-
The inference naturally suggested to I~. Robbins ~ms 
that Robert Tucker, or some of the first inhabitants, fol-
---
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lo1'ring the common custom of naming the to"tms in New England 
from their homes in Old England, gave to this town the name 
of Ivlilton. 
The committee, appointed in 1878, to prepare a To\~ 
Seal, found this argument so natural and probable that they 
were lead to adopt, as the crest of the shield on the Town 
Seal, a facsimile of the northwestern front of the ancient 
church of Milton Abbey, now standing in Dorsetshire, Eng-
land. 
The town, by a unanimous vote, accepted the report of 
the committee, adopted the design presented as the corporate 
seal of the town, and thus gave their approval to the con-
clusion of the committee. 
''-----~~~----
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in 1637, for the trial of ~~s. Ann Hutchinson for heresy. 
Collicot was requested by the New England Confedera-
tion to accompany the Atherton Expedition to Narragansett 
in 1645. It was doubtless on a fur trading expedition to 
Maine in 1648 that Collicot experienced the remarkable 
province, mentioned by Governor Winthrop in his "Life ard 
Letters":-
"1648. The like example of the blessing of prayer 
fell out not long after in saving a small open ves-
sel of ours, wherein was one Richard Collicot of the 
Church of Dorchester, who being eastward about 
trading was carried by a violent storm among the 
rocks, where they could find no place to get out. 
So they went to prayer and presently there came a 
great sea, and heaved their vessel over into the 
open sea, in a place between two rocks". 
Collicot was deeply interested in Iviaine during hjs 
whole life, and was elected to represent Saco in 1672. He 
moved to Boston for a fe1;v years, and soon afterward went to 
reside at his Milton farm, the same deeded by the I ndians 
many years before. In Milton records his name is found in 
connection \~th church matters. He was one of the eighteen 
men who contributed to the building of the ministerial 
house. 17/ 
He finally moved to Boston a few years before his 
death in 1686. Richard Collicot claimed residence at dif-
ferent times in Dorchester, Boston, and Milton. His res-
idence in Dorchester appears to have been near the corner 
17/ Teele, History of Milton, p. 278 . 
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of Cottage and Pleasant Streets (now in Milton). 18/ 
Details of Collicot's personality are lacking. How-
ever, against the harsh backgrounds of early Colonial life, 
he stands a leader among the men of his day. 
His gravestone in Copp's Hill Burial Ground bears the 
inscription:-
"Here lyeth buried ye Body of Richard Collicot 
Aged 83 years 
Dyed July ye 7 1686 
Reverend Peter Thacher 
Peter Thacher, the first settled minister of Milton, 
'~s born in eymouth in 1651. He graduated from Harvard 
in 1671, in the class with Chief Justice Sewall. Thacher 
had distinguished himself at Harvard for his scholarship, 
and his services \V'ere secured by the college as a tutor for 
19/ 
a considerable time after his graduation. --
He served as minister at Barnstable for a brief time, 
but in response to a call from Milton, moved here in Sep-
tember, 1680, to consider the call which he finally accept-
ed in the following spring. He records in his journal:-
1681, May JO ••••• They made an arbor to entertain 
the messenger of the churches. 
June l ••••• This day I was ordained ••• they 
dined at my house in the arbor. 
1§1 ----- History of Dorchester, p. 48. 
19/ Robbins, Address on the Two Hundredth Anniversary of 
tEe Founding of Milton, p:-3r:-
-------, 
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June 2 ••••• This day the church and most of the 
the town dined with me ••••••• after dinner we 
sang Psalm 22. 20/ 
The fact that the Barnstable folk were loath to lose 
him is attested by the passage in his diary describing his 
departure:-
"September 8, 1680. This day my dear, myself, 
Theodora, and Lydia began our journey to Milton. 
\'le went from Mr. Alline' s, and had a great com-
pany of horse with us; seven and fifty horse and 
twelve of them double went with us to Sandwich, 
and there got me to go to prayer with them, and 
I think none of them parted with me ldth dry 
eyestr. 21/ 
Thacher \"VaS not only an able preacher, but also a 
useful and public-spirited citizen, with enough knowledge 
of medicine to be capable of ministering at times to the 
physical as well as the spiritual needs of his parishioners. 
He lived at first in the house that had previously 
been built for the use of the ministers, which probably lay 
bet~>'leen Churchill 1 s Lane and Randolph Avenue, but about 
1689 moved into a house he had built for himself on the 
present Thacher Street near the brook, his Bnd running well 
back tov-rctrd Mattapan. 
In his home Thacher and his ~nfe kept an Indian ser-
vant and four slaves, three of them Negroes. He valued his 
Negro girl at Fifty-five pounds Sterling, and his two Negro 
20/ Henry w. Cunningham, Brief Sketch of the Old Milton 
rrhurch, Milton: Privately Published, 19~,--p.~ 
21/ Arthur Stanwood Pier, Bits of Milton Historz, Milton: 
Nrilton Historical Society, 1~ p.6. 
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boys at One Hundred Twenty-one pounds Sterling. Slaves 
were common in Milton in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
tury. As late as 1754 there were nineteen slaves in the 
town more than sixteen years old. 22/ 
Thacher's advice was sought not only in matters per-
taining to the churches of the colony, but also by the mag-
istrates in the affairs of the government . His presence was 
in great demand in councils for ordinations by the churches, 
far and near. He acquired a knowledge of the Indian lan-
guage, and '\'laS appointed to preach to the Indians at Ponka-
poag once a month. 
Reverend Peter Thacher remained as pastor until in 
death on December 17, 1727, at the age of seventy-seven, a 
period of forty-six years. His death was commemorated by 
a sermon of Cotton Mathers who spoke thus:-
"He was thought worthy to be a fello"r at Harvard Col-
lege, and an owner of the learning wherein '"e \'tere 
instructed there. But what I remember, with a most 
abiding impression is, that besides his methods to 
recommend unto his pupils that early piety, whereof 
he had been himself a notable pattern, we admired 
his prayers in the college hall for the fluent, 
copious, expressive beauties of them, and the heaven-
ly entries we perceived in them". &/ 
Israel Stoughton 
Israel Stoughton is said to have arrived in Dorcheste 
with the first settlers. His name first appears on the Dor 
?JJ Loc. cit. 
~/Teele, History of Milton, p.246. 
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chester Records as a grantee of land in April 1633. His 
power of superior judgment and capacity to organize and ex-
ecute, placed him at once in a commanding position of influ-
ence and power in the town and colony. 24/ 
Stoughton soon noticed certain natural advantages 
which belonged to the locality, the water falls in the rive~ 
the convenience for ship building offered by the tide '~ter, 
an abundant supply of ship timber, and above all, the fertil-
ity of the land. He saw an opportunity to meet a most 
important need of the people, as at that time there was not 
a water-power mill in the land. 
On the third of November, 1633, the Dorchester Planta-
tion granted Israel Stoughton permission to erect a mill at 
Neponset Falls, and permission to cut timber on the lands 
to build the mill. ~/ In May of 1634 the first General 
Court, in 1.;hich Stoughton was deputy for Dorchester, con-
firmed all the mill grants he had received upon condition 
of supporting a sufficient horse bridge over the river, and 
selling alewives at five shillings per thousand. In pur-
suance of this order, he erected a corn mill, and ground 
the first corn ever ground by water power in New England. 26/ 
:?Jzl Teele, History of Milton, p. 28. 
?:.2.1 Pier, Bits of Milton History, p. 50. 
26/ -----, History of Dorchester, p. 83. 
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In September, 1634, the General Court granted one hun-
dred sixty acres of land to r--Tr. Stoughton. This land was 
connected with the Lower Falls, including nearly the \'Thole 
of Milton Hill. It embraced perhaps the most beautiful sec-
tion of our town, and is, and has been, the home of many of 
our best citizens. 
At the time of the Pequod var, Stoughton was elected 
by the Commander-in-Chief of the Colonial forces to lead the 
troops into Connecticut. Stoughton and his forces were 
hospitably received by Roger Williams at Providence, and de-
rived much benefit from his advice and experience in Indian 
affairs.gz/ He arrived on the field of action soon after the 
battle at Mystic Fort, and, by his judicious and \'Tell orderee 
plans, he assisted greatly in routing the enemy, and in 
nearly exterminating the Pequod tribe. The Colonial Gov-
ernment proclaimed a thanksgiving and Stoughton and his 
troops returned home in triumph. 
Stoughton and his vdfe \'Tare among the first signers of 
the Church Covenant in 1636. He was a member of the synod 
,.rhich tried Mrs. Ann Hutchinson in 1637. 
In 1641 he served as commissioner to administer the 
goverTh~ent of New Hampshire. In 1643 he visited England 
and mingled with the leaders of the Revolution. He became 
deeply interested in the cause of Cromwell, whom he honored 
~~ Ibid., p. 24. 
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and believed in, as the friend of her rulers. He determined 
to devote his life to this service, and returning home, made 
ready for such an enterprise. In 1664 he returned to Lon-
don, in company with Nehemiah Bourne and others who joined 
him from New England. His career of service was cut short, 
however, as he died in London in 1645. He mentions Harvard 
College in his will dated London, July 17, 1644:-
"Unto Harvard College, tv-.;o hundred acres of land, 
out of my purchased lands on the northeast side 
of Naponsett about Mother Brooke, and onehundred 
acres more, I give to the same use, out of my dues 
on the Blue Hill side, provided the town will allow 
it to be laid out in due opposition to those former 
two hundred, that the river only may part them, to 
remain in the College use forevern. 28/ 
Governor Jonathan Belcher 
Jonathan Belcher -vm.s born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
on January 8, 1681. He was graduated from Harvard College 
in 1699, in a class of twelve. After leaving college he 
spent several years abroad, traveling over England and vari-
ous countries of central and northern Europe. On his re-
turn he became a partner in business with his father, and 
acquired an ample fortune. He also became deeply interested 
in public affairs. Belcher was a member of the Governor's 
Council, 1722-23 and 1726-27. 
In 1728 Belcher ~~s authorized by the General Court of 
Massachusetts to represent the State at London in the settle-
~ Teele, History of Milton, p~ 29. 
ment of a matter of important public interest; and at the 
same time he was appointed by the State of Connecticut as 
counsel in the famous suit of Tinthrop versus Lechmore. 29/ 
Soon after Belcher's arrival in England, Governor 
Burnet died, and as Belcher \vas on the spot and was support-
ed at Court by many friends, he secured the appointment as 
Governor Burnet's successor in the government of Massachu-
setts and New Hampshire. 39/ 
During his residence in Europe Belcher formed an inti-
mate acquaintance with Dr. Isaac Watts, the poet, 'Tho com-
memorated the appointment of his friend to this honorable 
position by a very beautiful ode which I copy in full from 
the New England Weekly Journal of August 3, 1730:-
"To his Excellency, Jonathan Belcher, Esq., in London, 
Appointed by his ~~jesty King George II to the Govern-
ment of New England on his return. 
Go, favorite man; spread to the wind thy sails; 
The Western ocean smiles; the Eastern Gales 
Attend thy hour. Ten thousand vows arise, 
T1 ensure for thee the waves, for thee the skies, 
And waft thee homeward. On thy native strand 
Thy Nation throngs to hail thy Bark to Land. 
She sent thee envoy to secure her Laws 
And he loved Freedom. Heaven succeed the cause, 
And make thee ruler there. Thy name unites 
Thy Prince's honors, and th People's rights. 
Twice has thy zeal been to thy Sovereign sho~ 
In German Realms, while yet the British Throne 
Sighed for the House of Bruns\ri.ck; here thy knee 
Paid its first tribute to future majesty, 
29/ Ibid., p. 8. 
30/ William Allen, American Biogra,hical Dictionary, Boston. 
JOhn Jewett and Company, 1857, p. 7. 
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And owned the Title ere the crown had shed 
Its radiant Honors round the Royal Father's head. 
Long has thy nation loved thee; sage in youth, 
In manhood nobly bold and firm to truth; 
Shining in arts of Peace; yet midst a storm 
Skillful t'advise, and vigorous to perform; 
Kind to the World and duteous to the skies, 
Distress and want to thee direct their eyes; 
Thy life a public good. What heavenly Ray, 
\"lhat courteous Spirit pointed out the t:ray, 
To make New Albion blest, \·then George the Just 
Gave the Joyful Nation to thy Trust? 
Great George rewards thy zeal in happy hour 
VJith a bright Beam of his Imperial Power. 
Go, Belcher, Go' Assume thy glorious sway; 
Faction expires, and Boston longs to obey. 
Beneath thy rule may Truth and Virtue spread, 
Divine Religion raise aloft her head. 
And deal her Blessings round. Let India hear 
that Jesus reigns, and her ldld Tribes prepare 
For Heavenly Joys. Thy Pm..;er shall rule by Love 
So reigns our Jesus in his Realms above. 
Illustrious pattern' Let him fix thine Eye 
And guide thine hand. He from the world on high 
Came once an Envoy and returned a king; 
The sons of Light in throngs their Homage brings, 
vfuile Glory, Life and Joy beneath his Sceptre 
Spring. n 
I. \'latts 
March 31, 1730. 
In 1730 Belcher bought an estate on the southwesterly 
side of Adams Street, and lived there during the eleven years ~ 
from 1730 to 1741 that he was Governor of the Province. The 
state that he maintained befitted a royal governor, and in 
some respects he seems to have felt himself entitled to royaJ 
prerogatives. 31/ He had his grounds laid out at public ex-
pense: provincial troops did the work of grading and level-
11/ Pier, Bits of Milton History, p. 14. 
ing. A regiment would march out from Boston on Monday, 
camp near the estate and work on it for a week; another reg-
iment would relieve it, and so on until the landscape gar-
dening of the Governor's grounds was completed. Among the 
tasks that Governor Belcher imposed on the provincial sol-
diery was the building of an avenue an eighth of a mile long 
from his house to the street, and so straight that persons 
entering it could see the gleaming of his gold knee-buckles 
as he stood on the veranda. ~/ 
In 1747 Belcher was made Governor of Ne1>1 Jersey, and 
in that capacity assisted in founding Princeton College. 
Belcher died in 1757 and was buried in- the old burying 
grounds of Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
For a period of fifty years Governor Belcher and his 
family v1ere intimately associated 'With the eastern section 
of I•lil ton. 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson 
Thomas Hutchinson, the last provincial Governor of 
Massachusetts, was long an inhabitant of Milton, and until 
the political storm which preceded the Revolution began, was 
held in great esteem by all his neighbors and friends. :ul 
327 A. K. Teele, Noted Men and Historical Narrations of 
Ancient I•lilton, Boston: --niviCr"Clapp & Son, 1900, p.HJ. 
33/ Robbins, Address .Q!! the Two Hundredth Anniversarz of 
the Founding of I·Iilton, p. 47. 
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He was the son of Colonel Thomas Hutchinson, a rich 
merchant in Boston and a man of great liberality and public 
spirit. Thomas II was born in 1711, and graduated from 
Harvard in 1727. 
He \'laS .first chosen a member of the House of Represen-
tatives in the year 1737, and became a Selectman of Boston in 
1738. In 1740 he was employed to go to London upon public 
business relating to our currency. He continued to repre-
sent the town of Boston in the House nine years, during three 
of which he .filled the Speaker's chair. He was distinguishE:t 
for eloquence and industry in the House, and soon acquired 
extensive in.fluence. 
In 1760 he ~ms appointed Chie.f Justice of the Colony, 
and Lieutenant Governor. Governor Bernard left the colony in 
1769, and the duties of Governor then devolved upon Mr. 
Hutchinson. 
He purchased in 1743, of Joseph Belcher's heirs, one 
hundred acres o.f land on Milton Hill. He ~ms a governor of 
more democ-ratic manners than those 't-Jhich marked Jonathan 
Belcher. Instead o.f summoning regiments of troops from 
Boston to trim his lawns, and build his driveways, he la-
bored with his own hands to beautify both his estate and the 
lawn i n front of it; he set out trees and shrubs, gave land 
to widen Adams Street, and himself planted sycamores along 
both sides of the drive~my. 34/ 
11/ Pier, Bits of Milton History, p. 15 
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He was a kindly man, but he had many active enemies 
among the leaders of the Revolution, who were never weary of 
sho-vting his errors and enlarging upon them. He certainly 
staked everything on the losing side, was exiled from his 
native land, and his large property was confiscated. 
On June 1, 1774, he left Milton and soon after sailed 
for England in the vain hope of serving the colony there. 
His life in exile was most painful to him, even though the 
English Government bestowed great honors upon him. 
He died in 1780, hoping to the last that he might re-
turn to America. The year before he died he wrote in his 
diary, "Though I kno\t not ho-v1 to reason upon it, I feel a 
fondness to lay my bones in my native soilu.W However, 
that \rlsh was not fulf'illed, and he was buried at Croyden, 
ten miles south of London. 
The greatest service Governor Hutchinson rendered to 
the public "V~S in writing the History of ~4ssachusetts, 
which is the most reliable source of information on that sub-
ject existing, and will perpetuate his name long after his 
political errors have been forgotten. 
The following lines from an unknown source typify one 
of I• ilton' s most illustrious and least fortunate citizens:-
"VJho blames the royal exile's sigh, 
As from the deck his parting eye 
12/ Ibid., p.l6 
·------~------------------
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Takes a last look at these sweet vales, 
And for King's sake tempts ocean gales? 
Nor pomp of court, nor monarch's smile, 
Could from his home, his heart .beguile. 
Not gilded bribes, nor leaches' skill, 
Could longing cure for Milton Hill. 
To no disease his loyal spirit yields, 
But sinks, despairing of his absent fields. 36/ 
36/ Teele, History of Milton, p. 143. 
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EARLY MEETING HOUSES 
Milton ~ms originally a part of Dorchester, and the 
early settlers of this tovin belonged to the Dorchester 
church. Although Milton was set off and incorporated as a 
separate town in 1662, it was many years before the towns-
people severed connections with the old church and estab-
lished a church of their own. 
In those early days town and church were bound togeth-
er by the closest ties. The affairs of the church were 
settled in town meeting, and its consent was necessary be-
fore a minister could be called. The town built and owned 
the Meeting House, appropriated the money for salary and ex-
penses, taxed the people for it, and expected all the inhab-
itants to attend services. This condition continued for 
many years, and was not finally dissolved until 1818, when 
the Massachusetts Legislature so decreed, and the town relin~ 
quished to the church all claim to the Meeting House and 
property, though the tovm meeting was often held in the 
church with the consent of the church. 37/ 
The first organized church was formed April 24, 1678, 
when solemn services were held, and the follo~dng twelve men 
subscribed to the Covenant:-
Anthony Newton Ebenezer Clapp 
11/ Cunningham, Brief Sketch of the Old Milton Church, p.3. 
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Robert Tucker 
William Blacke 
Thomas Swift 
James Tucker 
Thomas Holman 
Edward Blacke 
George Lion 
Ephraim Tucker 
George Sumner 
!Jlannasseh Tucker 38/ 
The First Meeting House stood upon the "County Heigh 
Waye" (Adams Street) opposite or mar the end of Churchill's 
Lane, 39/and was probably built before the incorporation cf 
the tmm. The building '~s small and crude, and as early 
as 1670 the townspeople began to realize the need of a new 
house. Robert Vose, an early inhabitant, deeded in 1664 
neight acres of land for a meeting house and other minister-
ial purposes". ~ 
The Second Meeting House was built around 1672 on this 
land deeded by Vose, located at the corner of the present 
Centre Street and Vose's Lane. The town voted fifty pounds 
Sterling for the building '\'lhich was small and nearly square. 
It had a pulpit on one side, a gallery on the other, and the 
entrance on the to~m ~~y (Centre Street). 
building ~1ere sold by the tmm in 1734. 
The land and 
At a to'\m meeting in November, 1721, the people voted 
to build the Third Meeting House. 
JJ!/ Loc. ili • 
The site selected '\~S 
121 Teele, History of Milton 1640-1887, p. 277. 
40/ Loc. cit. 
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the church land about where the First Parish Church now 
stands. Ho1rTever, owing to objection as to the exact loca-
tion, it was several years before the final site was decided 
upon. Finally, in 1728, a building was erected on Canton 
Avenue, a little to the east of the present First Parish 
House building and nearer the street. The building was fif 
ty feet by forty feet and tvventy-eight feet high vli th a bel-
fry. It stood sidevtays tot he street with its main en-
trance on the center of this southerly or side street with 
the belfry to the west • On the north side opposite the 
entrance stood the high pulpit over which hung the sounding 
board. There were galleries in this church. 
In 1773 the church needed repairs, and as the popula-
tion of the town had nearly doubled, much more room was 
needed. It was thought \·lise to build a ne~T church, but as 
the troublesome times of the Revolution \'lere at hand nothing 
was done for fifteen years. On October 3, 1785, the town 
voted to build a new meeting house, and shortly after the 
pews in the old church v-tere sold at auction, and about four-
teen hundred pounds Sterling realized from the sale.~/ The 
church cost about seventeen hundred pounds Sterling, which 
was then equivalent to about $5600. The nev-1 building was 
erected in the summer of 1787 and dedicated January 1, 1788. 
This is the fourth and present Meeting House, but it 
&1J Cunningham, Brief Sketch of the Old Milton Church, p.lO. 
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stood side to the street with the belfry to the west and it 
had galleries. The church was turned around to its present 
position in 1835, the galleries removed and the upper win-
dows closed in. 
The First Evangelical Congregational Society, after 
its separation from the old church in 1834, worshipped for 
some years in the stone church in East Milton, until several 
acres of land to the east of the old church were given by 
Nathaniel Tucker and, with the aid of parishioners and gen-
erous friends, their present house of worship was built. 
44 
SUFFOLK RESOLVES 
In 1774 T·1ilton 1rras, as 'l'homas Hutchinson and others 
soon found, a community \vholly inhospitable to Tories. Pa-
triotic feeling was intense. On September 9th delegates 
from all the to1rms and districts in Suffolk County, of whic 
the present Norfolk County 1rres then a part, met in the hous 
of Daniel Vose, near the foot of dams Street. 
General Joseph ~farren presented that remarkable paper 
known as the Suffolk Resolves, which was read, paragraph by 
paragraph, and adopted by the Convention. 
These resolves set forth the acts of Tyranny of the 
British Government under which the colonists suffered, and 
declared that nwe are determined to act upon the defensive 
so long as such conduct may be indicated by reason and the 
principles of self preservation, but no longer." W In 
the Suffolk Resolves the threat of war against the mother 
country \'Vcl.S undisguised. 
Paul Revere 1r.Tas selected as the messenger to proceed 
to Philadelphia and present the Resolves to the Continental 
Congress, then in session there. They were read on the 
17th of September, and were received with great enthusiasm 
by the delegates. Admiration for the people of Boston and 
42/ Lauriston 1. Scaife, Milton and the Suffolk Resolves, 
~ston: Thomas Todd Company, 19~ p. 10. 
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sympathy for their suffering were expressed in 
language. John Adams says:- "I sa,., the tears 
eyes of the old, grave, pacific Quakers of Pennsylvania11 
It surely was most helpful to the progress of the 
great cause then on trial between Great Britain and her 
American Colonies that the first important paper presented 
to the Congress was one which met with instant support and 
unanimity. It is worth remembering that George Washington 
and Patrick Henry, both of the South Carolina Rutledges, 
John and Edward, Samuel Chase, John Jay, Roger Sherman and 
Silas Diane all concurred with John and Samuel Adams in ap-
proving the Suffolk Resolves and commending the course of 
action there laid do~m. They also set a precedent by put-
ting aside, for the moment, the rule of secrecy which had 
been adopted, in making these Resolves public and publish-
ing them in detail with the seal of the unanimous approval 
of the entire Congress. Here is conclusive evidence of 
the importance, as estimated by the entire membership of 
the Congress, of this initial stroke emanating from Milt~ 
It is making no extravagant or un~mrranted claim for 
Niilton to say that Daniel Vose' s house \'lfas the birthplace 
fh · Rl.M/ o t e mer~can evo ut~on. 
~/Teele, History of Milton 1640-1887, p. 429. 
44/ Scaife, 2E• cit., p. 11 
45/ Pier, Bits of Milton History, p. 17. 
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EARLY ROUTES OF TRAVEL 
The first recorded road in Milton was the . "Country 
Highway", or old Plymouth Road, now Adams Street, laid out 
in 1654. !tf:./ 
There l"lere tv'IO fords across the Neponset River, one 
just above the present bridge at Lower Mills, and the other 
at !'-latta pan west of the present bridge. 
The first bridge across the river was built in 1634 
by Israel Stoughton who owned the first grist mill. The 
bridge was probably just a foot bridge. 
bridge was built. 
In 1655 a cart 
Another road which was laid out before Milton became 
incorporated as a town was one recorded in 1660 which fol-
lowed the general lines of Canton Avenue as far as its 
junction 1.·rith Brook Road. Also between 1660-1661 a road 
along the lines of Churchill's Lane was built. The first 
recorded road built after Milton 1"1C3.S incorporated as a town 
v~s Pleasant Street, built in 1669.~/ 
Brush Hill Road ~ms laid out as a high1.~y in 1676-
1677. Canton Avenue \ias extended to Canton in 1681 and 
later on ~ms laid out again, 1723-1724~ Highland and Hill-
side Streets were laid out in 1713. Somewhere between 1804 
and 1809 Randolph Avenue and Blue Hill Avenue were laid out. 
46/ Teele, History of Milton, p. 192. 
~/ Ibid. p. 193. 
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The first railroad in America was built in 1~26 by the 
Granite Railway Company from the quarries in Quincy to the 
Neponset River, about three and one-half miles distant. The 
road was operated by means of gravity. The full cars I 
coasted down the tracks to the landing and were hauled back 
empty by horses. 
I 
~ 
MILTON FIRSTS 
The First Grist-Mill 
In 1633 Israel Stoughton petitioned the Town of Dor-
chester for the right to erect a mill on the Neponset. The 
tov-m granted the petition 't'rith the privilege of cutting tim-
ber on his plantation for building the mill, on condition 
!:J&/ 
that he should construct a bridge over the river. In 1634 
the General Court confirmed the grant. The mill t1Ja.S built 
the same year and in the autumn of 1634, the waters of the 
Neponset turned the first 1m eel ever set up on its shores, 
and ground the first corn ever ground by 1~ter-power in New 
England.£2/ The mill proved of incalculable advantage to 
the locality. 
The First Powder Mill 
On July 16, 1675, Mr. Thomas Thacher, ~~. Humphrey 
Davie, and Mr. John Wis"rall formed a partnership for erect-
ing a po~~er mill and carrying on a business at the Neponset 
River in the Town of Milton . John Wiswall gave to the 
partnership a tract of land of about eight acres, lying 
along the north side of the river just belO\'l the bridge. 
The new company carried on the work of building and furnish-
ing \'lith so great despatch that in three months after the 
~ Ibid. p. 367. 
49/ Pier, Bits of Milton History, p. 2. 
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formation of the company everything was completed. The pOi-v- ~ 
der mill \~S erected on the Milton side of the Neponset and , 
a watch-house was built on the Dorchester side, just belm'l' 
2Q/ 
the bridge. This was the first powder mill in the country. 
The First Paper ~ill 
In January, 1728, a company was formed for the purpose 
of carrying on the business of paper-making. The General 
Court \1aS petitioned to grant the company the exclusive 
right to this manufacture in the Province for a term of fif-
teen years.il/ Those in the company included Daniel Hench-
man, Gillum Phillips, Benjamin Faneuil, Thomas Hancock, and 
Henry Deering. They leased a mill from the Belcher family, 
and set up what is believed to have been the first paper I 
21:.1 
mill in the country. They built a house for their workmen 
leaving the upper story open to the free access of the air 
for drying the paper, which was suspended on poles adjusted 
for the purpose. The paper works were carried on for man 
years, vmen the company, finding no little difficulty in se-
curing skillful workmen, employed Jeremiah Smith of Bosm n 
to take charge of the business. ~tr. Smith, though not a 
paper maker, entered upon the work \'lith great energy and 
iQ/ Ibid. p.8. 
21/ Teele, History of Milton, p. 370. 
£./ Ibid. p. 371. 
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tact, and was soon master of the business. He bought out 
the company, one after another, until in time he became sole 
owner of the concern. In 1803 Mr. Isaac Sanderson leased 
the property and manufactured for the Bosmn CusiDm House 
the first folio-post and quarto letter paper ever made in 
i ew England. In 1817 he built a ne\'1 paper mill just below 
the old one, and put in a wrought iron tub wheel, which was 
the first iron ~~ter wheel used in this section. 
The First Violin Cello 
In the year 1798 I·Ir. Benjamin Crehore, who \·~s born in 
I•1ilton and always lived there, \'lCls engaged by the proprie-
tors of a Boston theatre to assist in getting up the machin-
ery and applicances of the stage for the play ofttThe Forty 
Thievesn about to be introduced. The inventiveness and 
skill manifested in the nice adjustment and execution of the 
work entrusted to him were greatly admired by the managers, 
and brought his services into frequent demand. Peter Von 
Hagen, the leader of the orchestra, asked him to repair a 
broken bass-viol, greatly needed in the band, but laid aside 
as useless, no one being found to mend it.51/ Mr. Crehore, 
though unused to the work, undertook the job, and the in-
strument came from his ingenious hands as good as new, and, 
in the judgment of the musicians, improved in tone. This 
resulted in his starting to manufacture bass-viols, which 
ill Pier, Q£• cit., p. 11. 
51 
\·Tere the first made in this country, and were said to 
those imported. ~/ rival I 
The First Piano-Forte 
Mr. Crehore's reputation in the musical world, aris-
ing from the successful treatment of the bass-viol, caused 
all sorts of disabled musical instruments to flow into his 
shop for repairs, Among these was the piano-forte. tlith 
his usual patience and dexterity he attacked the instrument, 
analyzed its parts, mastered its mechanism and movements, 
and entered upon its manufacture. Thus the first piano-
forte made in this country ~ms manufactured by Benjamin 
Crehore, in his Milton shop in 1800 • .5..5./ 
The First Artificial Spring-Leg 
At the close of the Vlar of 1812 a young man from the 
South by the name of Dean ,,•leymouth, who had lost his left 
leg in the service of his countzy, came to Milton and en-
tered the Academy.22/ His zealous attention to his stud-
ies, gentlemanly bearing and charming manners, won the at-
tention of the benevolent and inventive citizen, Benjamin 
Crehore. Crehore, \~shing to befriend the young man, and 
always eager for any new trial of his skill and i ngenuity, 
31/ Teele, ££• cit., p. 377. 
22/ Ibid. p. 378. 
2£/ Ibid. p. 380. 
ity and value of the invention, and it was supposed to be 
the first experiment of the kind ever made in this cow1try . 
The First Railroad 
-
The first railroad in the United States tms built by 
the Granite Railway Company. The enterprise had its origin 
in the building of Bunker Hill Monument. The granite used 
I 
in this structure was quarried in Quincy, at the Bunker Hill 
Quarry, and worked at the sheds of the company situated in 
Milton. In March, 1826, the Legislature granted to Thomas 
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road, and one of the reasons for the road set forth in the 
petition was that it would greatly lessen the cost of the 
proposed monument by furnishing greater facilities for 
transporting the material to be used in its construction. 
The building of this road gave to the granite business, 
then in its infancy, an impetus which has constantly in-
creased, until it has reached its present magnitude. The 
railroad was three and one-half miles in length, extending 
from the Quarry to the Neponset River; about one-half of it 
was in Quincy, and the rest in ilton. It was commenced 
in llay, 1826, and ~as opened in October of the same year. 
The gauge was five feet, and the rails were pine a foot 
deep, covered with an oak plate, and these were flat bars 
of iron. 
It is noteworthy to state that the man who laid the 
foundations of the first railroad in the United States ~ms 
.N. Gardner, of East Milton, and he also had the honor of 
being one of the two men who set the stone of the Bunker 
Hill Monument, although Lafayette performed the ceremony.~/ 
The First Vaccination 
In the early part of the summer of 1809 a large number 
of cases of small-pox had occurred in the neighborhood of 
Boston. This naturally caused a great deal of anxiety 
2§/ News Item in The Boston Sunday Globe, August 11, 1889. 
among the residents of I•lil ton, and the selectmen thought it 
advisable to take into consideration the propriety of adopt-
ing some measures for general innoculation of the citizens 
against the dread disease.22/ The meeting accordingly 
took place, and by the resolves of the selectmen a committee 
of five \~S raised, and the business was referred to them. 
nThe cause of humanity will always have to rejoice that its 
interests \-rere centrally aided on that day by the lucid and 
2.91 philanthropic eloquence of the noted Edward Robbins, Esq.n 
The innoculation began on July 20, 1809, at the 
schoolhouse on Hilton Hill, and in the course of a few days 
it ~ms completed, offering for result three hundred and 
thirty-seven individuals innoculated, of all ages from two 
months to upwards of seventy years; this being more than 
one-fourth of the population of the town. Thus Milton was 
the first ·~ssachusetts to~m, in a corporate capacity, to 
extend the benefits of vaccination to all its inhabitants~ 
The First Cold Water Crackers 
Industrial or manufacturing plants are few in number 
in present day Milton, but two concerns doing business in 
the town are nationally prominent in the food industry. 
59/ ----- Papers Relative to the Cow Pox Act, Boston: 
JOshua Belcher, 1810, p. lTI: ---
60/ Loc. cit. 
£!/Teele, History of Milton, p. 502. 
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The first of these industries is the G. H. Bent Company, 
vthich in 1801 started making "cold water crackers" for the 
first time in this country. These crackers are still made 
by hand from choice selected flour vdth the greatest care, 
and \~thout regard to expense in every department of stock 
and labor. The Bent plant, situated on Pleasant Street 
near the intersection of Randolph Avenue, '~s taken over by 
Arthur S. Pierotti of \vellesley, Massachusetts , six years 
ago. vfuile the plant still manufactures and markets the 
"cold water" product, the company has branched into the 
sweet cookie line, with a product made under a formula using , 
Danish methods of mixing. 
The First Chocolate Mill 
The other industry, and one which is ''lorld-renmmed, 
is the mlter Baker Division of the General Foods Corpora-
tion. It is one of the four concerns in the United States 
manufacturing eighty percent of the chocolate products con-
sumed by the American people. 
The history of this great concern dates back to the 
fall of 1764 when Dr. James Baker assisted John Hannon, a 
penniless Irish immigrant, in setting up a chocolate factory 
in a grist and saw mill being built by James Boyes, Edward 
62/ Wentworth, and Henry Stone.-- On March 8, 1765, John 
§J:.f Ibid. p. 373 
-
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Baker Perfected a method of making chocolate coatings for 
confectionery, and in 1883 the 11 Chocolate Girln was formerl;t 
adopted as Baker's trademark. 
nl890 ••••••• Hours of v-rork at the Baker Chocolate 
Plant are from 7:00a.m. to 6:00p.m.,- except for 
Saturday when we quit at five. There is no pension 
plan, but no old Baker employee is discharged,- a 
job is found for him somewhere in the plant". 66/ 
During ~'lorld Wars I and II most of ~/alter Baker's 
production concentrated on chocolate for the allied armies, 
and most of the younger men at Walter Baker's joined the 
armed forces of the United States. 
The present day plant covers nineteen acres ~ith n ine-
teen buildings, one-third of the plant being nm'i located in 
~ ilton. Seven hundred workers are employed i n the plant, 
which has grmm to be one of the greatest establishments 
in the world,- the house of lalter Baker and Company. 
66/ Ibid., p.54. 
MILTON, 1662-1912 
by ·Jilliam L. Vi. Field 
(Written to commemorate the Two Hundred and Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the Incorporation of the ToV"m of :r.Ulton) 
The homes of human-kind are verily 
Shelters of flames long-kindled, kept aglow 
For us, wherein we forge our destiny; 
Till in due order we 
Yield into other hands the tasks we knovr. 
-ve mark no measure of the ages when 
The wilderness was shaping to our need: 
Time burned in vast mysterious cycles then. 
Time and the Deeds of men 
Conjoined have wrought the record that we heed. 
As Commonwealth and Nation counted great 
The heritage of valor handed down 
By those to whom we owe our fair estate: 
So do '\'l'e venerate 
The founders and upbuilders of this Town. 
The spirit of unconquered pioneers, 
' 'lho dared the dangers of a land unknO'tm, 
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And laid the earliest hearth-stones, still appears, 
Illumining the years 
That stretch between their epoch and our own. 
For with each generation's brave advent 
Ne't•T crises ever called men forth to strife, 
And ever in the joy of strength they went,-
Spending but yet unspent,-
Knowing the fulness of the valiant life. 
Their memory is a challenge sounding high 
1 In scenes of \'lhich they little dreamed,- in stress 
Of new-reared problems,- that \ve shall apply 
Our full-gro~m might, and try 
To reach the statt~e of their nobleness. 
Their valley is to-day the city's gate: 
Along their once undimmed horizon rise 
The smoke-clouds of a commerce whose huge freight, 
Beyond their estimate, 
Has ceased to \vaken wonder in our eyes. 
lJhat shall be said in that new century 
·fuen we are shadows in a deep, obscure, 
Almost forgotten background? Shall there be 
60 
Acknowledgment that we 
Guarded the home-fires that they might endure? 
Proudly we count the chapters of the past: 
May we be steadfast in our day, and bold 
To bear into that future yet more vast 
Wherein our lot is cast 
The ancient hard-v.,on glories that we hold' 67/ 
~ ----- EXercises at the Two Hundred Fiftieth Anniversar~ 
o ~ Incorporat1.on of the--y()vm of Milton, Boston: Poole 
Print1.ng Company, 1912, pp. m9. 
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THE BLUE HILLS 
The most prominent and attractive feature in Milton's 
landscape is the range of the Blue Hills which begins in 
Canton, and Milton, and extends for the distance of nearly 
seven miles, trending easterly, and then northeasterly and 
terminating at President's Hill opposite the Old Colony Rail 
road Station in Quincy. 
In the summer of 1614 Captain John Smith, when explor-
ing our coast, sailed across the mouth of Boston Harbor, and 
caught sight of these hills, which he named nMassachusetts 
Mount", and when at a later date, he got Prince Charles to 
scatter English names over his map, in place of those which 
Smith had given, that Royal Sponsor conferred nchevyot 
Hills" on Massachusetts Mount. 68/ 
From that day the hardy adventurer and the home-bound 
mariner have hailed \dth joy the blue shadow of these hills, 
which reveal the first signs of land on nearing this coast. 
The Indian connected \dth them his visionary ideas of sane-
tity and grandeur. From them he named his tribe Massachu-
setts, which means, in the Algonquin dialect, 11The people 
living near the Great Hillsn. All their salient points and 
silent nooks and hiding places were familiar to his wary 
eye. 69/ 
2§7 Teele, History of Milton, p. 68. 
§1./ Loc. cit. 
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The range rises into eleven distinct summits. The 
highest of these, called Great Blue Hill, is situated in 
Canton and Milton, and has an altitude of six hundred and 
thirty-five feet above sea, which is the highest elevation 
of land in Eastern Massachusetts. It is also believed to be 
the highest land on the Atlantic coast from Ivlaine to Florida 
From the summit of Great Blue Hill scenes of marvelous 
beauty are revealed. Facing northerly "VTe see Cambridge, 
Somerville and Malden, and far beyond, the hills of Andover 
and Georgeto~m. Turning a little easterly Boston spreads 
out before the eye, with its steeples and turrets, the 
gilded dome gleaming above the rest, ten and one-half mi~s 
distant. Bearing still easterly we have Boston Harbor with 
its islands, and fortifications; over which we see various 
points on the North Shore, as far as Eastern Point Light 
House in Gloucester. Far to the right, fourteen miles 
distant, stands Boston Light, like a sentinel at the en-
trance of the harbor; while beyond it stretches out Massa-
chusetts Bay, vast tracts of which are visible. Turning 
nearly east we see Swan's or Chickataubut Hill, three miles 
off, the second in height of the Blue Hills; over its left 
slope lies Nantasket Beach, and over its right is seen the 
top of I·1inot 1 s Light House. Facing nearly southeast 1--re 
see the long ridge of Manomet Hill in Plymouth, thirty-
three miles distant; and at its left, twenty-six miles off, 
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looms up against the sky the Standish Monument on Captain's 
Hill in Duxbury. 
All through the Revolutionary ·mr the top of Great 
Blue Hill '~s occupied by soldiery as a point of look-out, 
whence an enemy by land or sea could be detected. Here bea-
cons were erected, and manned with forces sufficient to keep 
them in vtorking order. The Hill was illuminated on the re- j 
peal of the Stamp Act by the British Parliament; on the pro-
mulgation of the Declaration of Independence; on the surren-
ders of Burgoyne and Corn1~llis and, many times, on special 
occasions. Fifty years after the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, July 4th, 1826, the ncrane Guards" of Canton marched 
to the top of the hill, and with numerous attendants cele-
brated the occasion. An oration ~s pronounced from the 
highest platform, by lilliam Dunbar, Esquire, of Canton, 
closing with these \'lords:- "This mountain is consecrated and 
hallOi.Yed ground, dedicated to Liberty and Independence". 'JSJ./ 
The country covered by the Blue Hills remains in al-
most its primitive wilderness. Little has been done since 
the advent of the European, save to cut the '\'lood from these 
Hills, and then wait for another growth. Could the Red 1-ia.n 
re-visit the place of his former residence, amid almost uni-
versal change, he would find this little spot of his ancient 
domain unaltered by the hand of man- the same 1'1ild mountain 
1]1 Ibid. p.72. 
. 
!I 
haunt of his primeval life. The home of the Indian we have 
usurped; he has disappeared and not a trace of his race is 
seen amongst us, nor a single memorial of his life. Let 
these hills stand in all the wildness of nature unchanged 
by art or man's device, a perpetual memorial of the Indian 
race' 
65 
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TOliN GOVERNMENT 
The growth of Milton has had a pronounced effect in 
the political field, that of adjutation for a change in the 
method of voting at town elections, and the substitution of 
representative to'm meeting members for the open town meet-
ing where all voters participated. The first change was 
from a single voting place at the Town Hall to precinct vot-
ing, in four sections, in 1923. The second change came in 
1928 when, follm'ling the acceptance of a special act of the 
Legislature of 1927 at the 1927 tmm meeting, tmm meeting 
members were elected in each precinct. 
This system has continued since with ninety-three mem-
bers elected annually from the seven precincts of the town. 
On the second Satt~day of ~furch each year these members as-
semble in the tmm hall and consider the town budget as re-
ported to them by the advisory committee, called the Warrant 
Coamittee, comprising fifteen members appointed by the Town I 
1>1:oderator. While an individual voter may speak on any ar-
ticle in the Town \varrant, only the members of the meeting 
may vote on the article or proposition advanced by the var-
rant Committee. 
Milton's record with representative government in the 
past twenty years has proved so satisfactory that the Act 
under which the Town operates has been widely copied and 
more towns are adopting this procedure. Without doubt a 
large part of the credit for the satisfactory working out of 
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this feature is due to the able work of Charles S. Pierce, 
Moderator of the Town for the past twenty-nine years. A 
lawyer of outstanding ability and success before his retire-
ment from active practice several years ago, having served 
as Town Counsel for many years prior to his election to his 
present position, he has brought to the office of Presiding 
Officer a background seldom found in the average municipal-
ity. Serving his thirtieth term as Moderator this year, 
he has never been opposed for office, his decisions are ac-
cepted without challenge and his urbane handling of conten-
tious subjects has reduced debate to a minimum 'l.llith conse-
quent good feeling on all sides. 
Do'W'Il through the years Milton has been served by men 
and women of high civic ideals. Public service with them 
has been a duty taken on at considerable sacrifice at times, 
but never shirked. Most of the public officers are without 
recompense and the fe't-t that are paid have only normal sala-
ries. 
Names such as Robert F. Herrick, eminent attorney and 
business leader, and Edward 1. Pierce, father of the present 
Moderator, appear in the list of presiding officers at Town 
Meetings of the past. 
Selectmen who have served with distinction in the past 
include James S. Russell, Roger \'!alcott, Judge Kenneth D. 
Johnson, now holding high position in the Federal service, 
Jesse B. Baxter, Vice-President of the lorfolk County Trust 
___ -_-___________ ... ..__ .  __ ___ 
THE TOt'lN SEAL 
The Town Seal now in use, and the only authorized 
seal the To\~ has ever had, was adopted at the annual meet-
ing arch 4, 1878. 71/ 
The design on the seal represents facts drawn from 
early times. In the foreground is the Neponset River, the 
original and present boundary of the town on the north. On 
the river is a small vessel from which two people have just 
landed to trade with the Indians whose wi~~s can be seen 
on the lower part of the seal. The very first business of 
Milton was trading in furs with the Indians. 
On the right of the shield are seen implements of 
agriculture; the plough, scythe, and rake; also a sheaf of 
wheat, and a few stalks of corn. On the left of the 
shield appears the shallop on the stocks. On the upper 
part of the shield in the distance are the Blue Hills. 
The crest pictures a view· of the ancient church of 
Milton Abbey, in Dorsetshire, England, which is over a 
thousand years old. The motto on the scroll: "Deus nobis 
haec otia fecit" means "God has given us this tranquility, 
or these pleasant things". 
11J Teele, HistorY££ Milton, p. 303. 
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YEAR 
1765 
1776 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1836 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1949 
MILT ON CENSUS 
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
743 
1,213 
1,039 
1,143 
1,264 
1,502 
1,576 
1,822 
2,241 
2,666 
2,683 
3,206 
4,728 
6 ,578 
7,924 
9,985 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16,397 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . • 19,714 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 21,821 
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SCHOOLS 
Miss Polly Crane's Dame School 
During the early part of the last century Miss Polly 
Crane taught a dame school in her home at the head of Vose's 
Lane. Her students '\ttere the little children of the sparse- ~ 
ly settled neighborhood. The distance some of them vw.lked 
would be deemed prohibitive today for children so young. 
At that time the house was not painted nor even clap-
boarded, simply boarded. The school was taught in the 
front parlor of the Crane home. There were no strict 
rules compelling good behavior through fear; school life 
was like the pleasant home life of a family governed by the 
law of love. The front door of the house stood wide open 
in summer, and many of Miss Crane's pupils associated their 
lessons with warm sunshine, and hmmning bees. 
One of Miss Crane's pupils describes her experiences 
at the dame school:-
"I remember a pair of sprightly little wrens 
used to flit in and out of a knothole near the door-
vw.y, where for more than one summer they had a nest 
behind the boards; nov'/ and then breaking in on the 
droning murmur of the school with a splashing jet of 
song, uttered with such clearness and emphasis it 
seemed to fill the air with a bubbling glee that lin-
gered after the song had ceased. To the children 
the wrens '\tTere objects of unceasing interest as they 
searched with tireless activity through the wood pile, 
about the fence, the well under the spout, and in 
the hollov'l of the old appie tree, for insect life. 
The contents of the nest were visible only in a cer-
tain light, and each child '\'IC3.S lifted up by Polly and 
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allowed to peep in the knothole to see the eggs or 
perhaps the little brown ~~en herself whose familiar-
ity 1dth the children had done away vr.i..th fear.n 72/ 
Polly's sister, Dolly, with whom she lived, was sel-
dom seen for she was an invalid, and devoted most of her 
time to sewing kid gloves in a back room, from '\'lhich Polly's 
eight or ten little scholars were carefully excluded, lest 
their little fingers might touch and soil the delicate kid. 
Occasional glimpses into this room served to pique childish 
curiousity and make it a place of intense interest. The 
gay colored clippings of kid were occasionally distributed 
as rewards of merit. 
In personal appearance Polly '\'laS tall and angular. 
Her firm, kindly face was strong in its expression of hon-
esty. She used to wear a white cambric half handkerchief 
pinned neatly across her bosom. 
Polly remained single and lived on in the old house 
until 1854. Time brought inevitable changes, and the dame 
school ceased to be. Hm'lever, Polly was not neglected by 
kindred nor forgotten by friends, constant among whom were 
some of her little scholars, then men and women of middle 
age. Polly lived as suited herself; she was original and 
independent, and any attempt to change her manner of life 
was an un\'lelcome interference. 
1JJ Ne'\tts Item in the Milt.on Record, April 21, 1906. 
In 1854, six years before her death, she was removed 
to the home of relatives in Dorchester, where she died at 
the age of ninety-five. Side by side, in Milton's old 
burying-ground, "is reposed all that can fade" of Polly and 
Dolly Crane. 
Public Schools 
From early times the people of Milton were deeply 
concerned with the education of their children. So strongly 
were they impressed lr.lth the importance of education, for 
the best good of their children, and for the future well-
being of the community and country they were building up 
around them, that this subject never failed to receive ear-
nest consideration. In the public deliberations of the 
town, the discussions regarding schools were of more fre-
quent occurrence, and awakened a deeper interest than any 
other topic, except the church. 
At first the privileges were very limited, by reason 
of the poverty of the people and the wide separation of fam-
ilies, yet the opportunities of education, even then, fairly 
met the needs of the town. In the year 1670 the town of 
I·1ilton petitioned the "fathers and brethen" of Dorchester 
for a tract of the common land lying in Stoughton, for the 
benefit of the Milton scb. ools. Thomas Vose was chosen 
school-master for the east end of the tmm. His school l'Ta.S 
at the head of Churchill's Lane. The first school-houses 
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of which there are actual records are the two built in the 
east and west ends of I\~ilton in 171S. In these schools 
reading and i'lri ting were taught. 
more recent schools follows:-
A brief history of the 
Sumner School 
In 1S97 the School Committee of the Town of Milton 
voted to change the name of the West School to the Sumner 
School. The Sumners i'lere one of the original land grant 
families of Milton. The building at that time was a two 
story wooden structure which had been built in 1S70 to re-
place the old building. There were large rooms, one on 
the lower floor for the first three grades, and one on the 
upper floor for the remaining three grades. 
The children were called to school by a hand-rung 
bell in the cupola atop the schoolhouse. There were long 
benches around the rooms, and the pupils sat at desks with 
iron stands. The desks \ITere adjusted with a wrench and 
lm1ered or raised according to the size of the occupant. 
A piano in the room furnished music for the many get-to-
gathers and parties which the children enjoyed with their 
teachers and parents. A hot air furnace supplied the heat 
for the building. The pupils, especially the girls, vied 
for positions around the radiator during the cold \'leather¥' 
11/ Margaret Richardson, "The Sumner School", Unpublished 
material for the Superintendent of Schools, Milton, Mass., 
January 10, 1950, P• 2. 
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Miss Florence Houghton was elected principal and 
teacher of Grades four, five and six, in 1899. Miss Hough-
ton was a kindly person and is well remembered by her pu-
71r./ 
pils. She encouraged school gardens. 
The enrollment at the Sumner School was not large, 
probably never more than eighty-five pupils. In 1922 it 
was decided to consolidate the smaller outlying schools in 
Milton, and to transport the children of the Sumner School 
to the Vose School. The consolidation worked for the mu-
tual benefit of both schools as it meant that a single 
grade would be in each room at the Vose School, and that 
the Sumner School could have the advantage of kindergarten 
training which had long been a part of the Milton School 
System. 
All that remains now of the Sumner School is the 
formdation. Even the elm trees, under \'lhich the children 
ate their lunches during the spring and fall days, are now 
in process of being cut down because of their age. The 
cupola where the bell hung was lying derelict on the ground 
the last time the sight was viewed. 
Glover School 
The present school building was erected in 1889 and 
was called the North School. In 1895 the name ~~s changed 
to the Glover School in honor of John Glover. The Glover 
~·-
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farm vms situated in this district. 
In 1904 two portable buildings were erected at Glover 
School because the enrollment was so large. There ~rere one 
hundred eighty-four pupils there at that time in the first 
six grades and kindergarten. The enrollment decreased in 
a few years time and the portable buildings were removed. 
The few sixth grade pupils \-rent to the Vose School. The 
kindergarten ~ms so small that for several years it was 
taught in combination with the first grade and called the 
pre-primary class. 
Several parents of the present day pupils at Glover 
went to the school when they were children and they enjoy 
telling about their school days. All seem to remember them 
with pleasure and like to have their children attend the 
same school. 
There is one story these former pupils tell about 
their school days. They v.rere not allowed to use the stone 
steps that lead up to the building from the street. No 
doubt the teachers had good reasons for this ruling, but 
child-like the pupils got the idea the stairs were very 
special and too precious for them to 't'lalk on. 
them "The Golden Stairs". '12./ 
They named 
'1..2./ Frances Murray, "The Glover School", Unpublished mater-
ial for the Superintendent of Schools, Ivlilton, :fi.'Iass., 
January 10, 1950, p. 2. 
Tucker School 
The Tucker School, formerly the Mattapan School, ~ms 
named after Robert Tucker whose family had been largely rep-
resented in the west district of Milton from the early be-
ginning of the to,~. The great increase of inhabitants in 
the Nattapan section of I>'lilton made it necessary to provide 
school privileges for children who \'Tere too remote from 
other schools, and indeed too numerous to be accommodated. 
The Tucker School was enlarged in 1893 at an expense 
r. of 9 10,000. In 1901 the grounds of the Tucker School were 
improved by the planting of trees and shrubbery, and the 1 
pruning and removal of decayed or unsightly trees. In those l 
days the pupils were civic and historic minded, as they pre-
sented the school in 1900 with a bust of \'lashington and a 
pedestal, while in 1903 the students presented a bust of 
General Grant as their gift to the school on graduation. 
In 1905 the Tucker School ~ms as today crowded to its 
utmost capacity. Hm'lever, it '\.'tas June o.f 1924 before the 
school was transferred to the present building, erected to 
accommodate five hundred and fifty pupils. The Fall of 
1949 found the Tucker School again filled beyond capacity, 
and it ~ms deemed necessary to transport two classes by bus 
to the Collicot School for instruction. 
Belcher School 
The Belcher School, formerly the East School, ~ms 
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first situated on Adams Street with the entrance lined with 
beautiful elm trees. These trees and the spacious grounds 
in the rear gave an ideal natural playground. At that time 
there were eight grades, and one hundred sixty-four pupils 
in the school. 
In 1894 a new building was erected on Church Street, 
East Milton. - It was called the Belcher School in honor of 
Jonathan Belcher, one of the Colonial Governors who had 
lived in the to,tn. In 1898 four more rooms and an assem-
bly hall were added to the building, and the grounds were 
graded. 
The interests of parents and pupils in the school have 
been shown by the continued gifts of statuary, pictures, 
flags, radio, office equipment, kitchen equipment, and vis-
ual aid projectures. These have been given by individuals, 
classes, P.T.A., and the Milton Mothers' Club. The enroll-
ment of the Belcher School for a long time remained around 
three hundred pupils, but became very overcrowded in the 
early twenties. This condition has been relieved by the 
opening of the Gollicot School on Edgehill Road in 1929, 
and the opening of St. Agatha's Parochial School in 1945. 
Vose School 
The building which now houses the Vose School was e-
rected on the site of the old Milton Academy. It was used 
for a time as a high school upstairs, and a lower school 
------
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do~mstairs, and was called the Consolidated School. In 
1896 the school ~ms remodeled and a dome, of which the pu-
pils were especially proud, 1~s built for astronomical pur-
poses. This dome caused many high schoolers to take an 
interest in astronomy as night classes were held to study 
the stars. 
In October 1909 the town voted a new grammar school 
to be built at the corner of Central Avenue and Brook Road. 
The Consolidated School was now to be called the Vose Smool 
in honor of Robert Vose, a large land o1~er and early citi-
zen of the town. School opened January 3, 1911, with one 
hundred and fifty pupils coming in horse-drawn barges from 
the Glover, Thacher, Sumner, Houghton and Wadsworth School 
districts. 
In January 1918 the High School and the Vose School 
swapped buildings, and in 1922 a kindergarten was opened at 
the Vose School. During the same year the first American-
ization class in Milton started, meeting at the Vose School 
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings . The present Vose School 
is the only elementary school in the to~m which is on one-
session schedule, necessitating lunch room privileges for 
the three hundred pupils now enrolled. This school is used l 
for Scouts, Brownies, dancing classes, as a voting place, 
and as a headquarters for the X-Ray examinations. 
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The South School District 
-
The present southernmost district in Milton, has in-
cluded three elementary schools and one junior high school 
in its history to 1950:- the Houghton School in Scott's 
~foods, the ~·ladsworth School on Pleasant Street at the cor-
ner of Gun Hill Street, the present Collicot School on Edge-
hill Road, and the Mary A. Cunningham Junior High School, 
also on Edgehill Road. 
The South School, as the Houghton School ~ms called, 
built originally in 1852, was a wooden building located a 
cold, ~dndy mile from Randolph Avenue on the south side of 
Hillside Street. The school was tv-ro stories high, cube 
shaped, set well back from the road and painted gray in its 
last years. 
In 1888 the school 1"18.S reported in good condition, 
only the lower room was in use. One teacher kept school, 
'12./1 but an assistant at $5.00 a week was granted her that year. 
One thousand dollars was appropriated to finish the upper 
story, build a new stairway, and install a new furnace. 
This sum proved inadequate by 9208.54. The school commit-
tee confessed '\'then the work was done to "too cautious dis-
. . . t . t ff '12../ cret~on ~n ~ s est~ma es •. 
16] Evalene Povall, "The South District Schools11 , Unpub-
lTshed material for the Superintendent of Schools, Milton, 
l'<Iass., January 12, 1950, p.l. 
77/ Loc. cit. 
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After the improvements there were eight grades in the 
Elementary School, one teacher handling the four primary 
grades and the other the "Grammar School", with classes av-
eraging about twenty-six pupils to a teacher in this dis-
trict. Graduates from the eighth grade averaged sixteen 
years and eight months in age in 1889. Graduation from 
all eighth grades in the town was held in the town hall and 
diplomas were awarded. In 1894 each room \~S still called 
a "school". The Superintendent, ~r . Morse, in his report 
to the school committee, credited Milton with twenty-five 
"schools" and thirty teachers. 
In that year, 1894, names were proposed for Milton's 
schools in honor of former worthy residents of the tovm. 
However it was in 1897 before the South School was named 
for Jason Houghton, who taught in the district for twenty-
eight years, and the Pleasant Street School, for Captain 
ladsworth, of French and Indian \'Jar fame. In the same 
pattern, the Collicot School was named for Richard Collicot 
who, in 1669, owned the land through which Pleasant Street, 
the first road constructed by Milton, ran. 
The original Pleasant Street School was moved from 
its location to Mathaurs Street. ~~. Thomas Gordon lives 
in it now. In· 1879 a larger school consisting of t\'10 
rooms 11as built at the corner of Pleasant Street and Gun 
Hill Street. In 1895 an addition of two rooms as a 1rlng 
\'las proposed. It was 1900 before the town water system was 
connected to the school. Big flat circular registers con-
ducted the heat into the rooms, over which it was a delight 
to stand, and classes were conducted near them. A pupil 
remembers that there was a tin roof over the chimney where 
a woodpecker drummed every morning.W In 1897 there l'lere 
one hundred and thirty-five children in the Wadsworth School 
and thirteen hundred and two in the '\~~Thole town. 
Mrs. Emma K. Gordon's "Comprehensive Reading Systemtt 
was begun under her teaching in the \Jadsworth School, a 
phonic s ystem that was used in •ilton until the twenties. 
Vertical handwriting was in vogue until 1906 when the faster 
nmedial forward slantt' l'lriting was introduced. Grade I had 
all the combinations of from one to fifteen including work 
with fractions. Grade II included all computation to 
fifty, including multiplication and division. 
In 1904 the Wadsworth School had a telephone number, 
lJiilton 233 Ring 3. New report cards were issued in 1907. 
They were ultra modern, - marking ability, effort, and work 
habits. The report was sent home to parents every two 
months with a note to parents included in the report book. 
By 1926 plans for a new school in East Milton, to 
take the place of the 'i ladsworth, and to relieve the over-
crmroing at the Belcher School were formulating. The dis-
78/ Ibid. p.31. 
trict which extended toward East Milton to ilebster Road vvas 
further extended to remove the danger for the children of 
crossing the railroad tracks which passed through East Mil-
ton Square at that time. Plans were carried out, and the 
vadsworth School 1"1as evacuated at the end of the school yea 
1928-29 after fifty years of housing elementary school chil-
dren, "subject to the wear of the elements without, and the 
activities of the children within.u79/ 
:fuen the nel'l school, the Collicot, was occupied, in 
September, 1929, iss Jessie Boyd became the principal and 
held that post for ten years. She had no classes assigned 
to her, and there '\'lere ten teachers of single grades and a 
teacher with an assistant in the kindergarten,- a far cry 
from the situation in 1888. IJ!r. Stuart Dean was the next 
principal until he went into ~ilitary Service in 1944. His 
military substitute, Mrs. Evalene Povall, was appointed in 
1946 \vhen I· r. Dean accepted another position. 
The report of the school committee included in the 
Town Report for 1929 gives a full description of the Colli-
cot School, accompanied by pictures of the exterior and a 
few interior views. The beautiful, v10od-trimmed tv-ro story 
brick building contains fourteen 'lell lighted classrooms, 
on two floors, equipped with movable desk and chair units, 
a spacious kindergarten, a teacher's room, a nurse's room, 
a principal's suite, a dentist's office, an auditorium with 
a spacious stage and adjoining kitchen, and a lunchroom, 
woodworking room, and sewing room in the basement. Unique 
in this geographic area is the Fresh Air Room, where chil-
dren physically under par, enjoy school vtork under special 
conditions, eating food prepared in their o~m kitchen, and 
resting daily on cots in the sunshine, wrapped in snm'lsuits 
and blankets, on their mm second story porch. 
The school was built to accommodate six hundred chil-
dren, and in 1938 it reached an enrollment of five hundred 
and twenty-seven. Since Saint Agatha's Parochial School 
vrcls opened, taking one grade of children a year, the enroll-
ment at Collicot has declined, and for the present two 
othennse empty rooms are occupied by an overflo~r from the 
crowded Tucker School. 
Early in the school's brief history the Opportunity 
Class v~s instituted for the benefit of those children with 
special endowments. It is a scheme for the absorption of 
the work of three grades in two years for those equal to 
the task. At the other end of the scale, the "Special 
Class" was housed in the Collicot School for those unable 
to advance as fast as regular grades. At the end of the 
school year in 1943 the latter vtas transferred to the Cun-
ningham Junior High School. 
During World War II years special arrangements were 
made for the expected but non-existent air raids. The base-
ment corridor was marked off '\1ith labelled spaces for each 
class to sit on the floor. Glass was removed from the win-
dows that admitted light from the lunchroom. The children 
at a signal filed to their pre-arranged places where they 
sang war songs. Pails of sand stood at strategic points all 
over the school, and teachers had courses in first aid with 
other citizens of the to,~. 
At the present time, 1950, the enrollment is four hun-
dred seventy children. Ninety of these are in the kinder-
garten. The district includes the erstwhile Houghton and 
vladsworth districts with the addition of the area east to 
the railroad tracks, and two classes from the Tucker School 
mentioned before. There are eighteen teachers, two custo-
dians, two lunchroom workers, and one Principal employed in 
the furtherance of the school's purpose. 
The Mary A. Cunningham Junior High School was orga-
nized as such at the beginning of the school September,l935. 
Ho~1ever, the ne\t building not yet having been completed, 
classes first met at the overcrowded Milton Hie;h School 
building. Three schools operated under this one roof from 
September, 1935, until November 18, 1935:- Milton High 
School, Central Junior High School, and Mary A. Cunningham 
Junior High School. The new building '\-VclS officially 
turned over to the Milton School Committee on November 9, 
1935, and classes were first conducted on November 18, 1935. 
During World War II the Selective Service Board of 
Milton had its offices in this building, and all draftees 
who left for their basic training set out from this point. 
The faculty and students of the school, with some financial 
help from the school committee, beautified and landscaped 
the half-circle area in front of the building as a memorial 
to those boys who left from this spot to enter the service 
of their country. 
The Nor\~Y maple tree, immediately behind the land-
scaped area, and to the right of the front of the building 
as one enters it, was planted on Arbor Day, 1936, by the 
first class to graduate from the Cunningham Junior High 
School. 
The School was named for Mary Abbott Cunningham, for-
mer Milton resident and benefactor. She left a sum of 
money ~nth which the land was purchased on which this 
school now rests, as well as that of the Cunningham Founda-
tion, better kno\in throughout the town as Cunningham Park. 
High School 
In 1886 the High School was a three year school tith 
an enrollment of forty-three pupils, including one post-
graduate. In 1890 the School Committee voted East Milton 
girls free transportation one \~Y (either to school or from 
school). In the same year two curricula were established 
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at the High Sch ool: -
1. General Course with Latin and French. 
2. English Course without Latin and French. 
In 1896 departmentalized teaching \'ICl.S introduced, and 
in 1897 stenography and typewriting were added to the cur-
riculum. The enrollment o£ the school grew constantly, 
and by 1914 the school was intolerably crowded. However, 
it was 1917 before the High School and Grade VIII moved to 
the present building. In 1920 the first addition to the 
building ~as completed, and during the years 1921-1925 both 
the second addition and the Junior High School organization 
were completed. In 1928 a guidance program was estab-
lished, and in 1938 the courses of study were completely re-
vised. The years 1941 and 1942 saw the need for the es-
tablishment o£ practical scientific courses, and the post-
\~r years of 1946 to 1949 brought about not only integration 
of courses, but training with a stress on democratic toler-
ance and inter-racial understanding. 
rollment exceeds one thousand pupils. 
The 1949-1950 en-
The goal £or 'IJ'hich all the schools strive is to edu-
cate future citizens in the development o£ correct attitudes 
toward people in general, and their £ellm-r t01msmen in par-
ticular. 
-~- ~-------------------
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Milton Academy 
"As long as personalized education is desired, as dif-
ferentiated from mass education, the private school with its 
emphasis on individualized instruction will continue to be a 
.factor in the American educational picturen, is the opinion 
of Arthur B. Perry, headmaster o.f Milton Academy, one of 
America's outstanding private schools. 80/ 
The Academy o.f 1950 has changed greatly in outward ap-
pearance from that which Ed~mrd H. Robbins founded in 1798; 
.from that which varren Pierce entered as first Preceptor at 
a salary of •? BOO a year, and from that which John Murray 
Forbes persuaded others to refound in 1884. The old site, 
even the old buildings, have been abandoned. The Academy 
has moved back nearer to the village where it was first 
planned to m ve it. On the present site much has changed 
from the time when part of the present ·Jarren Hall was "the 
schoolhousen, and the corner of Randolph Avenue and Center 
Street was all the Academy could use, and that only on pro-
81/ 
bation;- Now the Academy owns not only almost all the land 
in the near-trapezoid formed by Center Street, Randolph 
Avenue, Brook Road, Canton Avenue, and Vose's Lane, but has 
crossed Center Street up to Gulliver's Brook, and gone be yon 
~ News Item in The Boston Herald, March 18, 1949. 
81/ R. 1. Hale, Milton Academr 1798-1948, Milton: Privately 
published, 1948, p. 118. 
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Randolph Avenue to own the ski-slopes on the other side. It 1 
also has title to Hathaway and Goodwin houses and to the Pre 
paratory School. Thanks to the intent of a donor and the 
restrictions on her gift, Milton Academy's grounds now form 
an open "breathing-space 11 in a built-up or building-up area. 
The Academy's buildings have grown. The old "school-
house" forms a story of a wing of Warren Hall which now 
holds half the Boys' upper school downstairs, and the sci-
ence labratories upstairs, and sti 11 has space in which to 
give a home to the Secondary Education Board. To the 
"schoolhouse" have been added Wiggles\'iorth Hall, Harriet 
Ware Hall, the Library, the Chapel, four boys' dormitories, 
two girls' dormitories, and the Preparatory School Building. 
Originally each house was to hold twenty-five boys, and of-
ten held less. Now, Robbins House holds fifty-seven and 
Forbes and Halcott have expanded. The Academy that first 
housed some fifty boys and girls, counting all classes, now 
holds over six hundred, counting all schools. 
\lith the expansion of building has come an expansion 
of facilities. Milton Academy's Science labratories have 
grown mightily since John Quincy Adams contributed five 
dollars to them, and since James Hattrick Lee made his own 
apparatus. N 0\'1 they are a model to secondary schools the 
country over, even to including an observatory where a 
school boy or girl can do work in a pure science. 
I 
Science is not the only field in which lY ilton Academy 
is well equipped. The Camera Clubs of both schools have 
dark-rooms and apparatus. A press can, and sometimes does, 
do much printing. A workshop can provide the space and 
machinery needed for building three boats at once. A stage 
in ivigglesl'lorth Hall, and another at the Hathaway House the-
atre, allov-1 theatricals of merit, "A Play not for play, but 
for its own sake." There are now two gymnasia:- the 
Robert Saltonstall gymnasium for the boys' upper school, 
the Caroline Saltonstall gymnasium for the girls' upper 
school and the Margaret Thacher school. 
Milton's curriculum has expanded from the days of 
·.-varren Pierce to meet modern needs. Nm..; that college en-
trance requirements have been made flexible, Milton Academy 
has taken upon itself the duty Edward H. Robbins wanted to 
give it of "ascertaining the qualifications" of its stu-
dents. A testing program makes it possible for the fac-
ulty to find weak spots and remedy them; it also makes it 
possible to tell v'lhen a clever student is not '\'lorking hard 
enough. A flexible arrangement of courses allows individ-
ual programs to fit the needs so discovered. 82/ 
Alumni of Milton Academy are very numerous in the med-
ical and legal professions, in engineering, and in teaching; 
both in colleges and in secondary schools. Eight are head-
82/ Ibid. p. 124. 
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masters. The school has a unique record for its production 
of explorers; it boasts several brilliant inventors, numer-
ous editors and correspondents, a great number of profess-
ional writers, and several distinguished clergymen- one or 
them a bishop. 
Not to one but to many generations of students did 
John Murray Forbes requite his obligation to his old teach-
ers when he secured the regrounding of Milton Academy. From 
the start the standards set by Robbins, Thacher, and Forbes 
have been high. The sober facts of the present day Academ 
seem to shm·r that it has lived up to them. 
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CUNNINGHPJ.i PARK 
" ·Jhat has Milton that no other town has?" is the ques-
tion often asked residents of the town. And right back 
comes the answer:- "Cunningham Park". This unique institu-
tion, its corporate name is nThe Cunningham Foundation" o''les 
its inception to the desire of one of I·lilton' s oldtirne resi-
dents to do something for her fellow citizens. ~/ 
Mrs. ~~ry Abbott Cunningham, widow of the Reverend 
Francis Cunningham, whose home was on the crest of Milton 
Hill overlooking Boston Harbor, and across from Hutchinson 
Field, died in 1904. In her will was the follm-1ing:- "I 
leave my entire estate for the benefit of my fellow towns-
men11 .W Provision was made for a board of trustees '\"'ho 
should have control of her property and make such disposi-
tion as they might deem best for rliilton residents. 
The original trustees were Ualdo Emerson Forbes, 
Thomas Nelson Perkins and Nathaniel H. Stone. After long 
study this group decided that as Milton was growing rapidly 
"it -w-as highly important to preserve a large open space, 
which could serve as a place of healthy recreation for the 
community". 
The Edward Cunningham estate on Edgehill Road, in the 
~/ News Item in The Boston Herald, March 15, 1949. 
84/ Loc. ill• 
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east end of the town, comprising more than one hundred acres 
1·ms purchased by the trustees. On this property was a 
large manor house and a barn of good size. The latter was 
made over into a gymnasium; on the lov-ver level \'rere in-
stalled eight bowling alleys, dressing rooms and shower,-
the upper portion 1-ro.s equipped with a stage, making this 
portion of the building not only suitable for gymnasium 
purposes, but providing an auditorium as well. 
From its small beginnings this institution has become 
nationally known. On its la~m bowling greens, said by ex-
perts to be among the best in the country, national tourna-
ments have been held twice l'rithin fifteen years. The fa-
cilities are open to any resident of the town \rlthout cost. 
Baseball fields, football gridirons, a large skating pond, 
together with five tennis courts, were constructed to sup-
plement the gymnasium programs and immediately became pop-
ular all over the to"m. 
For years before Milton had a commercial moving pic-
ture house Saturday performances of leading film productions 
were given in the auditorium both afternoon and evenin~. 
Since the cessation of this type of entertainment "the gym", 
as it is known, has become increasingly used by organiza-
tions throughout the town. A list of the groups meeting 
at this spot include Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, 
and the f.'Iilton Youth Club. Adult groups also use "the 
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gym'r, including the Rotary Club, the Town Club of Milton, 
:f>.iilton Veterans Parents Association, and the ~Iilton Mer-
chants. In addition, many other organizations use nthe 
gymn for dancing and theatricals. 
are held for civic purposes. 
Public meetings also 
Day". 
On the grounds of the park each year is held "Gala 
This event, held in midsummer, was instituted to 
afford those who could not get away during the heated season 
to hold an old-fashioned picnic with a varied program of 
sports, games, and outdoor entertainment. Started in 1937 
it has become increasingly popular, \~th the Foundation 
furnishing prizes for the games and sports open to all be-
t\'l'een six and eighteen years of age. 
Also in the summer the fresh water swimming pool, 
three hundred feet long, one hundred feet ~nde, and shelving 
to a depth of nine feet, is the mecca for a yearly average 
of twenty thousand persons, mostly children. Built in 1922 
it opens on June 17th, and closes Labor Day each year. At 
one side of the pool is the bath house with lockers and 
showers, in the lobby of which is a candy concession, the 
proceeds of '\"Thich underwrite the expenses of ttGala Day". 
Jesse B. Baxter, Vice-President of the Norfolk County Trust 
Company, who has been manager of the Foundation since 1913, 
has watched over the sanitary arrangements at the pool ~dth 
untiring vigilance, and has had analyses made weekly by a 
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nationally known firm of chemists, who have repeatedly re-
ported that the water in t he pool, drawn from artesian wells, 
could be used as drinking water with perfect safety as it 
meets federal requirements in that regard. 
Even in the 1vinter season outdoor activities continue 
with skating on the h rge pond, and hockey being played on 
the rink, which is the swimming pool in summer. 
Two of Milton's finest school structures, the Collicot 
Elementary and the Mary A. Cunningham Junior High School, 
across ~dgehill Road from "the gym" are on land originally 
O\~ed by The Foundation. The Cunningham Trustees gave to 
' the town eleven acres ~rlthout cost on which these two 
I 
schools were erected. Also, the present l'·filton Hospital 
and Convalescent Home is occupying the Cunningham Mansion 
free of charge. Brought to Milton by Edward Cunningham, 
the original owner of the property about 1865, the bell is 
covered with Ghinese characters and weighs 1335 pounds. It 
has a mellow tone which can be heard for many miles. 
The foregoing would appear to bear out the words of 
the late George Wigglesworth in his address at the twenty-
fifth anniversary observance of the founding of Cunningham 
Park on October 12th, 1929, '\'Then he said:- "This park has 
been helping the people of :fl.iilton, ne'\'IT people being constant-
ly added, and this \"Till go on through the coming time. And 
more than this, the influence is going farther and farther. 
----~ ' ------~------------------~--------~--·------~--------~------
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You know when you throw a stone into the '1ater the rings of 
ripples spread out farther and farther as they go. So, as 
those "t.-rho here have gained health and happiness, go to other 
communities, they carry where they go the good effects of 
what they have received here. Just as sickness is conta -
gious, so health and happiness are contagious. Every happy 
and healthy person helps to spread an atmosphere of health 
and happiness. n W 
Thus, the thoughtfulness of a kindly little lady who 
was known to her kinsfolk as \'lell as her neighbors as "Aunt 
Mary", has borne abundant fruit down through the years and 
made her home town kno~m far and ~dde as the possessor of a 
privately endowed institution whose slogan is "THE PARK IS 
AS GOOD AS ITS MORAL VALUE". 
-
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HISTORICAL SITES AND LAND:r.'IARKS 
ADAMS STREET:-
Daniel Vose's Inn (Associates Building). Site o~ spot 
where the "Suffolk Resolvesn were passed, September 9, 
1774. 
General Noses Whitney House. Built in 1820. 
Samuel K. Glover Tavern. Built by Dr. Glover '\IDO kept 
a tavern here in 1807. 
Amos Holbrook House. Built in 1793. 
Gooch House. Built by Joseph Gooch, Colonel o~ the 
Suf~olk Regiment about 1746. 
Belcher Estate. Estate o~ Provincial Governor 
Jonathan Belcher in 1776. 
Stone Cottage. Former Blacksmith Shop, built be~ore 
1825. 
Gardner Cottage. Built in the 1790's. 
William Pierce House. Built between 1790-1798. 
Triangle, (head o~ ADANS STREET and Churchill's Lane). 
Probable site o~ first meeting house in Milton, 1660; 
watch-house o~ King Philip's War, 1675; first school 
house in Milton, 1718; liberty pole of Revolution, 
1774. 
BLUE HILLS PAR~vAY:- (East side, near river and trench). 
On the banks o~ this river and trench stood the ~irst 
corn mill in the To1~, 1710; the ~irst Slitting Mill 
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in the Province, 1731; the first Paper Mill in the 
Village, 1765; the first known Chocolate Mill in the 
Town, 1771. 
BROOK ROAD:-
Hinckley House. Built before 1780. 
BRUSH HILL ROAD~-
--
Robbins House. Built in 1784. 
Sumner House. Built by Roger Sumner in 1684. 
Robert Tucker House. Built before 1681. 
Dana Tucker House. Built before 1798. 
Joseph Bent House. Built before 1798. 
John Crehore House. Built before 1724. 
Daven:2ort Farmhouse. Built about 1707. 
CANTON A VENUE: -
Rising Sun Tavern. Oldest Milton Inn. 
built about 1769 by Samuel Vose. 
Atherton Tavern. Built in 1810. 
First Parish House. Built in 1787. 
Probably 
Indian Trail. The Indian Trail to Blue Hills and 
Ponkapoag. 
Old Powder House. Built in 1811. 
Ebenezer Tucker House. Built in 1764. 
HIGHLAND STREET:-
Reed House. Built before 1724. 
Bent's Bakery. Established by Josiah Bent, 1801. 
-------------~--------~--------~--------~----------------~~ 
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HILLSIDE STREET:-
Miller House. Built before 1798. 
Samuel Tucker House. Built before 1713. 
Barnard Capen House. (Removed from Washington Street, 
Dorchester). Built in 1636. 
HOLMES LANE:- (Formerly 634 Canton Avenue). 
Benjamin Wadsworth House. Built in 1765. 
RANDOLPH AVENUE:-
Captain Isaac Tucker House. Built before 1789. 
ROBBINS STREET. 
Manesseh Tucker House. Built in 1707. 
\'filliam Tucker House. Built in 1760. 
Toll House. Called Toll House of Brush Hill Turn-
pike. Built about 1809. 
VOSE' S LANE:-
Vose House. Built in 1761. 
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As the thoughts fly over the wide span of time, from 
century to century, one's mind is bewildered by the change 
in things. The beautiful hills are still here, only 
changed by the trReservation Avenues" invading their once 
quiet domain, and the "Rotch Observatory11 crowning their 
summit. The general outlines of the scenery are the same. 
However, innovation and improvement appear ever~rhere. A 
few of the old dwellings still remain. Those who occupied 
them, who walked these streets and worshipped together in 
the sanctuary, have long since departed. 
Instead of one church edifice, one church and one pas-
tor for the whole to~m, we now have eleven large active 
churches in the community, with faithful and devoted pastors 
dispensing the infinite blessings of the Gospel to all who 
will receive them. 
The avenues and streets are generally as good as can 
be found within the Commonwealth, and are sufficient in num-
ber. Around the Blue Hills, and over the rolling country, 
• 
diversified with ever recurring hill and valley, those in 
search of health and pleasure are driving, on every pleasant 
day; thus adding life ~nd beauty to the scenery. Instead 
of the baggage-wagon and stage-coach we have along our 
streets a constant succession of automob i les of every de-
scription. In the east and west sections of the town the 
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buses now reach neighborhoods formerly isolated. 
The schools are among the best of Massachusetts 
schools. There are six large, commodious and healthful 
school buildings; and a High School edifice with a full 
corps of confident, faithful teachers. In addition to the 
Public Schools Milton Academy has become an important insti-
tution for the benefit of citizens of the town and the Com-
monv-realth. 
· Milton cemetery, covering one acre of land in 1800, 
has now an area of more than fifty-six acres. No better 
location could have been selected within the limits of the 
town for burial purposes. It has been judiciously planned 
and carefully divided into avenues, paths, and lots, by the 
best landscape artisans. The to~~ cemetery differs from 
that of other places because all the people of Milton are 
buried in the one cemetery regardless of religious denomina-
tions. The people of Milton live together and are buried 
together. 
In Milton there are many religious, fraternal, civic 
and service clubs which operate not only for the entertain-
ment of the people, but also to further education and good 
't'lill among them. 
Rather than becoming an industrialized tovm, Milton 
seems rather to have become a chosen place for suburban res-
idences of those who pursue their varied lines of business 
in Boston. 
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Thus have we glanced at M~ilton as it is today. It is 
a grand old town, and the passing of the years has added 
greatly to its magnificence. It is needless to say that a 
to\tn so charming in its scenic attractions and so richly 
supplied w·ith all things necessary for prosperity and happi-
ness, is united and harmonious in all its affairs. 
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MILTON PANORAMA 
This is an effective one-act portrayal of Milton his-
tory which can easily be prepared for presentation in a 
class assembly period. 
Scene:- A present day classroom in Milton 
Characters:- Teacher 
Six Pupils 
Richard Collicot 
Kitchamakin 
John Eliot 
John Glover 
Jonathan Belcher 
Thomas Hutchinson 
Daniel Vose 
A Cub Scout 
A Baseball Player 
A Tennis Player 
A Football Player 
A Swimmer 
TEACHER:-
ledge of Milton. 
Today we are going to review our know-
How many of you remember some important 
facts about our town? (All raise hands). Tv ell, l"re 
shall see. What was the old name of Milton? 
FIRST PUPIL:- Unquitiquissett or Unquity. 
TEACHER:- Why was it so called? 
' 
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SECOND PUPIL:- The \'Tord is o:f Indian origin, signi-
fying the head of tide \'18.ter. 
TEACHER:-
tants of Unquity? 
came. 
THIRD PUPIL:-
TEACHER:-
FOURTH PUPIL:-
1fJho \<Tere the earliest known i nhabi-
The Indians. 
Describe Unquity before the Indians 
It was a dense :forest, threaded only 
by trails, full of marshes and swamps. 
TEACHER:- When and hmr did the white settlers 
first come into possession of the land? 
FIFTH PUPIL:- In 1636 the General Court granted 
the territory to the tol<m of Dorchester. 
TEACHER:-
COLLICOT:-
tory and we thought 
TEACHER:-
COLLICCYr:-
KITCHJU.1AKIN:-
Unquity to Collicot 
TEACHER:-
KITCHAMAKIN:-
we 
in 
(Knock at door. All pupils look 
toward it. Door opens and in walks 
Kitchamakin and Richard Collicot.) 
And \rho might you be? 
~ve heard you discussing Milton his-
might help you out. 
Yes, go on. 
This is my friend, Kitchamakin. 
Ugh' Me deed the whole section of 
1636. 
And \rere you paid? 
Ugh' 1.-Ie receive twenty-eight :fathoms 
__ 11----~--~--------~-------------
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of \"'Clmpum. 
TEACHER:- And how did you sign the deed? 
KITCHAMAKIN:- Me put Kitchamakin's mark on. 
TEACHER:- What might that be? 
KITCHM~KIN:- (Pulls out paper, unfolds, and with 
loud "look" shows paper \ri.th mark). 
Kitchamakin and Collicot sit down in 
the corner of the room.) 
TEACHER:- Can any one tell any more about 
Collicot? 
SIXTH PUPIL:- He lived on the west side of Adams 
Street near the junction of Centre Street. 
TEACHER:- Anything else? 
FIRST PUPIL:- The name of Collicot has been spelled 
in twenty-one different ways. 
TEACHER:-
tion on the Indians? 
Can you add anything to our informa-
SECOND PUPIL:- The people of ~lilton were anxious to 
aid the Indians, to civilize them, and to bring the Chris-
tian religion to them. 
TEACHER:- \!las there any one person who vms im-
portant in helping the Indians? 
ELIOT:-
your question. 
(Knock on door. Enter John Eliot). 
Pardon me, but I believe I can answer 
I am Reverend John Eliot. I learned the 
-
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Indian dialect and began preaching to the tribes in 1646. I 
traveled all over Massachusetts Bay Colony, wherever the 
tribes were scattered. I translated the Bible into the 
Indian language, it being the first -Bible printed in this 
country. (Exit Eliot). 
TEACHER:- Can you name any other outstanding 
citizens of early Jviilton? (Loud knock at door. In walk 
TEACHER:-
FOUR MEN:-
And 
(In 
John Glover, Jonathan Belcher, 
Thomas Hutchinson and Daniel 
Vose.) 
who might you be? 
unison) We are the outstanding 
citizens you just mentioned. 
GLOVER:- I am John Glover. I was born in 
England in 1600 and arrived here in 1630. I brought over 
with me a large number of cattle, men and implements needed 
in tanning. My help and ,.nsdom improved the civil, politi-
cal, social, and religious life of Milton. J.1y descendants 
have lived here on my estate for over two hundred and fifty 
years, and are still considered as valued and honored cit-
izens. 
BELCHER:- I am Jonathan Belcher. I was born 
in Cambridge in 1681 and graduated from Harvard in 1699. 
During the eleven years I served as Governor of ~~ssachu­
setts and New Hampshire, I lived in a huge estate on Adams 
Street. My home grounds were laid out at public expense. 
I had troops build an avenue one-eighth of a mile from my 
house to the street. The avenue was built so straight 
that persons entering it could see the gleaming of my buck-
les as I stood on my veranda. In 1747 I \~s made Governor 
of New Jersey and assisted in founding Princeton College. 
THOMAS HUTCHINSON:- I am Thomas Hutchinson. I 
was a more democratic governor than my friend Belcher. I 
took care of my own lawns and drive-ways. People called me 
a genial, kindly man, but I lost all my friends by my loyal-
ty to the English Government. In June, 1774, I sailed for 
England, in the vain hope of serving the Colony there. My 
life in exile was most painful, even though the English Gov-
ernment accorded me great honors. 
DANIEL VOSE:- I am Daniel Vose. I was one of 
the leading business men of my day. Immense was the whole-
sale and retail store that I owned. In addition to this 
store I owned a fleet of sloops, a paper mill, a lumber 
wharf, and a distillery. My sloops supplied the French 
troops with fresh water in 1777. 
(All four men sit down) 
TEACHER:- Now, can any one tell me when 
the name of Unquity was changed? 
FIRST PUPIL:- In 1662, sometime between May 7th 
and October 8th. 
lW 
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TEACHER:-
And \'lhy? 
SECOND PUPIL:-
What new name was given the town? 
MILTON, probably from ~lilton, Eng-
land, in keeping with the general custom of naming New Eng-
land to\inS for those of Old England. 
TEACHER:- When was the first recorded road 
laid out? 
THIRD PUPIL:- Pleasant Street, in 1669. 
TEACHER:- When was Canton Avenue laid out? 
FOURTH PUPIL:- In 1680 for the first time, and in 
1723 for the second time. 
TEACHER:- When and where was the first rail-
road built? 
FIFTH PUPIL:- The first railroad in America was 
built from the quarries in Quincy to the Neponset River, 
work starting on April 1, 1826. 
TEACHER:- Was the location of Milton favorable 
for manufacturing? 
SIXTH PUPIL:- Yes, because of the natural advan-
tages of the Neponset River. 
TEACHER:- Name some early industries. 
FIRST PUPIL:- In 1633 a grist mill was erected, 
and the first corn ever ground by water pow·er in New England 
,vas ground on the Neponset River in 1634. 
\vas manufactured in 1675. 
Also, gunpowder 
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TEACHER:- Any more industries? 
SECOND PUPIL:- Oh, yes' 
er making were important. 
Paper, chocolate, and crack-
TEACHER:- I believe we had still more. 
THIRD PUPIL:- Shipbuilding, tanning, stone cutting, 
chairmaking and inn-keeping. 
TEACHER:- Can any one explain the tmm seal? 
(Fourth and fifth pupils bring seal forward). 
FOURTH PUPIL:- (using pointer) In the foreground 
is the Neponset River, the original and present boundary 
of the town on the north. On the river is a small vessel 
from which two people have just landed to trade ~nth the 
Indians. Their wigwams can be seen on the lower part of the 
seal. On the right of the shield are seen implements of ag-
riculture; the plow, scythe, and rake; also a sheaf of wheat 
and a few stalks of corn. 
FIFTH PUPIL:- On the left of the shield appears the 
shallop on the stocks. On the upper part of the shield 
appears the Blue Hills. The crest pictures a view of the 
ancient church of Milton Abbey in Dorsetshire, England, 
which is over one thousand years old. The motto on the 
scroll, "Deus nobis haec otia fecit" means:- "God has given 
us this tranquility or these pleasant thingsn. 
(Pupils return to seats). 
TEACHER:- Can any one tell me anything unusual 
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about l· ilton? 
SIXTH PUPIL:-
TEACHER:-
SIXTH PUPIL: -
Cunningham Park. 
\Vhy? 
Because Cunningham Park is managed 
and controlled by private citizens instead of the town. 
TEACHER:-
laid out? 
FIRST PUPIL:-
TEACHER:-
Cunningham Park? 
TEACHER:-
FOUR TOGETHER:-
the Park. 
FIRST BOY:-
FIRST GIRL:-
SECOND BOY:-
In what year was Cunningham Park 
In 1904. 
fuat activities are carried on at 
(Knock at door. Enter two girls 
and two boys in sport clothes). 
And \'J'ho might you be? 
lve represent the sports program at 
I am one of those who play baseball 
At Cunningham in Spring and Fall, 
It sure is a mighty grand place to 
play 
Come over and watch me any day. 
Tennis is my game you may bet, 
~atch my ball zip over the net, 
The courts are just the best in 
the land 
Playing at Cunningham is certainly 
grand. 
I run and block, try not to fumble, 
As through the line I plunge and 
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SECOND GIRL:-
TEACHER:-
stumble, 
I certainly can pile up the score, 
As I play at Cunningham in the great 
outdoors. 
i/hen I feel like taking a refreshing 
dip, 
To Cunningham Pool I hastily trip, 
It's lots of fun to dive and swim, 
And it sure does help to keep one 
trim. 
Are any other activities except 
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sports carried on at Cunningham? (Knock at door. In walks 
a Cub Scout}. 
CUB SCOUT:-
TEACHER:-
day Milton? 
COLLICar:-
VOSE:-
GLOVER:-
I represent the Cubs and Scouts, 
'\'lho use the Park for their cook-outs 
~fuether for meetings, business, or 
fun, 
Cunningham is enjoyed by every one. 
Hm'l can we best describe present-
(Collicot, Vose, Glover, Hutchinson, 
Belcher, and Eliot come forward 
carrying cards which spell out 
J.iilton}. 
M is for Milton so dear to our 
neart, 
I is for improvement begun at the 
start, 
L is the love we have for our town, 
----------··-------------------- ·---- ~ 
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HUTCHINSON:-
BELCHER:-
ELIOT:-
T is for taxes •.-thich make some folks 
l'ro\'m, 
0 is for opportunity presented galore 
N is for numerous, the privileges in 
store. 
(All class comes forward to sing. 
TUNE:- Page III in Songs of Man! 
Lands). 
At Collicot on Edgehill v-te go to 
school, 
Vle always try to work well, course we 
never fool, 
Ue learn quite a bit, a baseball \'le 
hit' 
Everything we do 1r1e try so hard 
Sometimes we are bad, then teacher 
gets mad, 
Just the same we love ours dl ool. 
FINALE:- (TUNE. "Nm'l is the Hour~ 
This is the end of our little play, 
Vle hope that you enjoyed yourselves 
today, 
~~!hen you go home, oh please remember 
this, 
:fe are the future Milton citizens. 
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I! 9. Literature:- Read nwesselhoeft's, The Fairy Folk of Blue 
Hilln or Ivlildred Kennedy's "The Forest Beyond the Woodlands" 
for a book report. 
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10. Listen to "Cavalcade of America", Mondays at 8:00p.m. 
There are six hundred scripts available for use by teachers. 
The following apply to this history:-
Number Title 
5 •••••••••••• A Bound Boy in Massachusetts 
54 • • • • • • • • • • • • John \'linthrop, Pioneer in Chemical 
Science 
88 •••••••••••• The Pine Tree Shilling 
171 
278 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tisquantum 
A Tooth for Paul Revere 
11. Motion Pictures. 
These are available at Boston University School of 
Public Relations, Division of Motion Pictures and Visual 
Aids, 84 Exeter Street, Boston, ~~ssachusetts. The standard 
rental charges are: For Sound, black and white films, a reel 
tlJ, t~ 2.00 per day or ~p4.00 per week. Technicolor films rent for 
?6.00 per day or $12.00 per week. 
Order 
Number Name of Film 
----
Colonial Children 
so 42 Colonial Expansion 
s 4 Declaration of Inde-
pendence (2) (Tech-
nicolor) 
Producer 
Encyclopaedia Britannica 
Encyclopaedia Britannica 
Teaching Films Custodian 
so 41 
M 45 
s 2 
so 108 
Early Settlers of New 
England 
New England 
Pilgrim Days 
Our Bill of Rights (2) 
II 
Encyclopaedia Britannica 
March of Time 
Teaching Films Custodia 
Academic Film Company 
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